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Winning coaches of the Kitimat Marline Swim club 
hold., their prize possesion-the Terrace Blueback 
Invitational team aggregate trophy.' The Marlins 
20c 
won the meet which was held in Terrace last 
weekend. Paul McManus left. Lisa & Hans & 
More 3. . Teresa Wagner right, on page 
Terrace StillHas Hopes 
TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1978 
II 
BC Chiefs Seek 
Indian Gbv't 
The chiefs of 187 of the 
192 Indian Bands in 
British Columbia will 
meet in Penticton today 
to discuss plans for the 
re-establishement of 
Indian government .in 
British Columbia. 
These discussions will 
be the focus ofthe tenth' 
annual general assembly 
of the union of B.C. Indian 
chiefs held April 18th, 
19th, 20th and 21st in the 
Peach Bowl Convention 
centre, Westminster 
Avenue and Power street, 
Penticton. 
The Indian Bands of 
B.C. are seeking control 
over Indian lands, Indian 
resources and Indian 
institutions, within ' the 
framework of the 
'.Canadian ~ constitution. 
G'eorge Manue l  
president of the Union of 
B.C. Indian Chiefs, 
believes the meebanism 
for setting up a legitimate 
Indian government is 
already provided ifor in 
the British North 
America Act under 
section 91-28. 
For 1979 Sum Games WorldMr• Manuelisalsothecouncil founding president of the mer  , digenous peoples and is 
... '.-the immediate past 
Terrace council still servation Sam Bawlf He brought )up per -commodate  it .us~me president of the National 
plans to look into the which was mailed on blems Terrace had had Summer  Games) / . . .  Indian Brotherhoodfrom 
possibility ofhestiug the March '  7 was not in putting together a good as the winter 1970;1976. 
1979B.C. Summer  Games received at thedistrict submisslon-for the 1979 Games , "  Maroney  
i) despite Kitimat's earlier offices until March 20 and B.C. Winter Games which, stated. - . In an effort to involve 
!!i rejection of being co- not discussea ny council ne saio were prepared He admitted there wide participation on the 
• " 1 t "" " "" ' hosts, according to until early as week. ..- . m great haste • ..' would be a dehczt created. "part of band councillors" 
Terrace Mayor Dave The app l tcat !on  Terrace and Kztimat by the games despzte and band members as 
Meroney. . deadline being so close ,maae ajoint bid for the provincial provisions for well as Chiefs,' in the 
Before any definite "left us in areal panic," 'Winter uames which they $180,000 for ad- assembl reliminar • ' -  o . . . . .  Y' P Y decismn m made, the may r said, and lost to Kamloops. m,nzs t ra t lon  and  workshops on the concept 
however, district ad- councildecided to ask for Bawlf~ was very en- operation, but said it of Indian Government 
ministration will first- an extension, couraging ,after  the would be worth the ex- have been . held in 
approach the province . The possibility of Terrace-Kitimat bid was pense. , ' '~ Kamloops ,  Terrace,  
requesting an ex!ension" n~tlng me, games was rejected, Maroney said, "The wholecommunity Princ%. George and  
• :" ~ ~ f ~ , - '  dat~. fm~,~:~~m uoanm!, ous ~ ~d~dc!,4tim ,~ae~of ~the~-..,would benef i t f ron~4t~P4~-~n~,,~ -~ -~ ....... ... 
applications, Maroney _aPl~roval, nowever. Ald. games would event~lly claimed. : 
said.. . Helmut Giesorecht and be held in the normern The first step will be to Mr. Manuel has stated 
"I'm all for following it Aid. Vic Jolliffe were ~art of the.province, find out if Kitimat is repeatedly at these 
upif they give us another opposed to the plan. . Some of the figures willing 'to go along with workshops th{~t Indian 
month," he said. .-Giesbrecht called the prepared for ,the Winter the joint venture, and if people must have the real 
All applications must process of bidding for the Games submissioncould they are not interested) authority to manage 
be in tothe government games "a political show" be used for the Summer Terrace would have to sufficient resources in 
by April 20, which would and pointed out that this Games appl ication, decide whether to go order for Indian people to 
not give Terrace enough is a bad time to prepare Terrace' mayor said, ahead as the sole.host achieve a quality of life 
time to draw up their figures for a submission which would cut down on community, comparable with that of 
submission, because council is in the the amount of work in- " It  would be a little other Canadians, and in 
A letter from Minister midst of. budget volved, tough to go it alone," t ime,  become con- 
of Recreation and Con- delibe/'ations. "We could ac- Maroney admitted, tributors to the Gross 
• ~-, -e.,.,.,..#ee,...~..--,..-~-.--.-..,.,.--,%-,.,-e-.-,-,'., ee~ee~°°.%%%%•.°~%%%°%°~•-°~°°°°~°°-H°°°.~..°~.~.~°°°~°°°*°~°~°.°.:~.~e~¢~e..~. ~:~:;:;..~...m~:.:~x&:.:.~:~:;:~::.:4.;.;~;:;x~:.:.:;~z~z~.~:.:~:~;x.:.~.~.~.~.........~.x.....:.:.x.:&x~:.:.:.x.:.:~x.:.:~:&:&x.:~:.:.x~:~:~x~x.x~:.:.x~:.:.:.~%..;:%;:;:;:;:v.~.~.~.:~ National Product. 
Skeenaview Planning Group Two targets for the imm'ed ia  te im,- 
plementation of Indian 
control in British 
in Terraoe May 24 26th , .Columbia over Indian • i lands, resources and institutions are the areas 
The SPARC (Social Planning an(! Review Licencing Board. of fishing and education. 
Council) Long Term Care Committee has been Joe de "la Cruz of •the 
asked by the Community Care Licencing Board Mike Berman will be in Terrace May 24, 25 and Quinault tribe in Taholah, 
' Washington will speak to 
to undertake an independant survey of the 26, 1978 and persons interested in meeting h im the assembl~, on the 
Community regarding the site location of the may do so by contacting: implications, ]n relation 
planned sixty bed Personal and  Intermediate Margret Langley=Director at large ' to B.C., of the Boldt 
Care Facil ity to be located in Terrace. for SPARC of B.C. decision, which gave the 
The  volunteer citizen's members of SPARC Terrace Community services Indian people of the state 
Committee will review information gathered and 4603 "D" Park Avenue of Washington= respon- 
.m.akerecommendationto the Community Centre .Terrace, B.C, Phone 635-5135 . ~ ~ sibility for managing 
================================================================================================================================================================================================= their own fishing in- 
" ;" • .... ,= " , " , . . . . . .  dustry: 
Outboard qmts, Ribs I)raoked73 yr. old rows 11 hours The master Tuition 
Agreement (M.T.A.), 
WHITE ROCK, B.C: afterhis outboard motor "That's not going to beach near Point which governs the 
. (CP) -  A 73-year,old broke down Saturday happen to me again," Roberts, just south of transfer of federal funds, 
man with two cracked says he is going to sell his saidJames Dick Sunday here, but high cliffs allocated for the 
ribs who rowed 1 hours boat. after being picked up prevented him from education of Indian 
' f rom a beach where he reaching any homes in children in B.C~. to the 
Sex Trap for Beetles had spent Saturday night, the area. Government of B.C., will 
/ "One round like that is "It took me about an also be discussed. The 
PRINCE RUPERT, applied for a permit to enough. , , hour before I co~d walk present agreement was 
B.C.- Forest Rangers are treat these tre~s with "It's amazing what a to the bush to lie down," reached Without the 
planning to lure the chlorpyrifos. The person can go through he said. ' consent of "the Indian 
spruce bark beetle to.its chemmal will be applied and survive. It was just After a few hours rest, people. The chiefs will be 
death with a sex at- to each tree by hand. determination." Dick set out along the asked to decide how they 
tractant. When the beetle begins to ,Dick, who cracked his beach, walking about wo will proceed on this issue 
bore through the bark, it ribs in an accident at his miles before asearch and when the M.T.A. comes 
"The spruce bark ' is killed instantly," says 'Richmond, B.C., home rescue hovercraft picked up for re-negotiation i
earlier in the week, was him up early Sunday. June. " . . beetle is a major threat in Mr. Moore. • fishing Saturday when.a 
the Pr ince Rupert " 
District," says Clem "To lure the beeries we , gear broke in theof7*/~.his ! d n i or 9oune 
Moore, Protection Of- are using a pheromone, a horsepower ngine mpaJre r v 
"ricer. "In the Smithers sex attractant, which will 3]h-metre aluminum . . . .  . 
Landing area alone we be left in a small con- boat, forcing him to row Terrace RCMP, along 
have thousands of acres tainer on each tree. The through •3-metre waves, with the local probation learning how to drive or 
of dead and dying trees." dead beetles will fall onto offshore from .this, office, is organizing~ a who have recently gotten. 
The initial trials will be nlasUc sheets under the community about 50 course on impaired' their first license. 
carded out on a small |ree and we can count he kilometres southeast of driving. ~ * The course deals with 
scale. They will involve numbe~ and evaluate the Vancouver. Thecourse,wliicha'tone allaspects'of safe driving 
" t rap"  trees - trees effectiveness of the ' "[ rowed that boat 11 time was mandatory for but with a .particular 
especially logged in program." •The beetles hours to get to la'nd," he those convicted of ira- emphasis on the.effects of
positions to attract the begin to fly from' the said. ',I had to fight that paired driving, is. now drinking and driving. 
greatest number of middle of May. wind. If you stopped for going to be open to ' No date has been set 
beetles. The insect i c ide ,  just a minute you'd go everyone on a voluntary for the impaired driving 
back maybe 20 feet." basis, according to Cst. course, but interested About 25 trap trees will chiorpyrifos, :'in ~ addition 
be felled in the area of to commercial ap- He spotted a hovercraft Terry McFadden. persons can get more 
Frypan Lake, Houston plication, is used in the searching for him, but Cst. McFadden i s  i n f o r m a t i o n b y 
District, arid some 33 control / of flies, had no fla'shlight to in- urging all drivers to take telephoning' Cts. Mc- 
trees near Smithers mosquitoes, and similar dlcate his location. He the course, particularly' Fadden at the Terrace 
Landing. "We have pests. ',, beached the boat on a young, people, who are RCMP Office at 635-4911. 
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"What 's  he doing to me Blue?" Dr. Les Hays of the newly formed 
Auiora Animal Hospital examines his fami lypet  Bobble, a one year old 
Doberman Pinscber. The watchdog Blue awaits the prognosis of his mate. 
More on page 2. 
Foul play ruled out In 
o James Barg neath 
F ul play has been intoBarg's death will be MacKay 's  Funera l  
ruled out in the death of held. Chapel with Lietenant 
28 year old James Barg, Funeral services will Jack Strickland of the 
of Terrace, whose body be held today at 2 p.m. in Salvation Army. . 
was found lying on the =====.=======::===================::=================.===.===~.=x===x=::.:...:============~=.========== 
ground near the railroad T E R R A Q E  I MAN tracks S turd y, ac- 
cording -;~ -to:,=:~errace . . . . . . .  
RCMP.  , . ' . . . . .  
The was found by : ' SHOT , 
youths crossing the 
tracks eai'ly, Saturday ' • • 
bodym°rning' Police said t h e w s  intactbud had ~t~!~~~sCl°snh~a~r~,  18~, 
not been run over by a 
train. 
An. autopsy was per- 
formed Saturday: af- 
ternoon, but cause of 
death has not been made 
public• 
An inquest or inquiry 
Helicopter 
RCMP officer. 
RCMP Superintendent Nolan Baynes said 
today that Const. R.R. Davidson was called to a 
residence where he found Herbert Mitchell 
Abraham being chased into the street by a man 
with a knife. 
Davidson attemvted to disarm the man, said 
Baynes, but was unsuccessful and fired his gun 
to avoid being stabbed. 
No date has been set lot the inquest obe held 
by coroner Steve Kaibler. Forst St. James is 
about 100 kilometres northwest  of Prince 
to land George. °•.°%~-°..%!°-%:°:°~.:°~°~.~¢°.°.°•°.%°.~:~*~°%:~°~Y°~.°.~-~°~.:°:°°°.°%°.%~°~°~°•.~°°°°.~ 1 ~e.~;.;..~.:% e.e...eT..:,~.~.~o~.~%%,e........;o.o..o....~.,~...~ ;.~,*~.e,~t...%..%o;e~.,~.~%.•%.=.,~.~o,~.~.,~%~.,~%%%,•e. 
Oyril Gives His Reasons party 
VICTORIA (CP) -- A 
Canad ian  Forces  
helicopter was to attempt 
to land a ground party 
today to examine the 
wreckage of a plane 
carrying two Ottawa men 
after bad weather hin- 
dered attempts to reach 
the site Sunday. 
The wreckage of the 
singleengine Grumman 
American plane, lost 2 
days ago on a flight from 
'Penticton to Victoria, 
was located Saturday on 
a mountainside near. 
Stave Lake, about, 30 
kilometi~es 'north of 
Mission, B.C., by a 
helicopter which lowered 
acrewman to the site. 
However, because of 
heavy snow, he was 
unable to determine if 
there were any bodies in 
the wreckage, a search 
and rescue spokesman 
said. 
Aboard the plane were 
pilot Abou Amino, 21, and 
passenger Douglas Craig, 
23, who set out from 
Ottawa in a rented plane 
to hunt for jobs in western 
Canada. 
"It:was an adventure 
as well as a job hunt," the 
spokesman said.He said 
the aircraft did not have 
an electronic "locater 
transmitter, 
Special to the Daily • corPorations were to get 
Hez;ald begged down in lengthy 
, MLA for Skeena, .Cyril sessions the compames 
Shelford; says the would go broke in a 
members of parliament hurry. Government the 
in Canada~ federal and same. 
provincial, "spends too '  
much time saying 'You House sessions are too 
Did It' and the other long. I think they should 
saying 'No, You Did It', have a fixed time alloted 
with not enough time 
spent on the running of 
the'country". Shelford 
estimated S0 percent of 
the parliamentary time 
to be spent on' futile ac- 
tivities. 
"The governmdnt must 
be streamlined to carry 
on with the business of 
the people," Shelford 
stated. "If heads of large 
to get the. business 
overwith so that mem- 
bers can get out in the 
country to see what the 
country is. doing." 
Shelfords' fatal lyare 
not fully convinced that 
after 25 years of politics 
he is giving it up, ac- 
cording to Shelford 
himself. Shelford first 
ran for office in 1952. 
I 
Giant Juno Pew-Wow 
Ottawa CP) Chiefs from 2,200 Indian reserves 
will meet in Winnipeg late in June to discuss 
future relations with the federal ,government, 
Nee Starblanket, National Indian Brotherhood, 
NIB president announced today. 
The meeting is the first of its kind and is linked 
to the brotherhoed's decision to withdraw from 
the joint federal cabinet-NIB committee on 
Indian affairs. 
Starblanket announced the withdrawal from 
the 3~,~-year-old committee last week, •saying 
Indians were. being Used by Ottawa. He said the 
committee had not made one major decision 
since it was established to help solve Jndian 
•problems. 
The Winnipeg all-chiefs conference will be held 
June 28-30. Starblanket said it will be an attempt 
to obtain grass-roots opinions on how to deal 
with the national government. 
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~:.. Dorothy Rooke of Kilimat styles her bowling ball down the alley during 
the weekend play at the Kitimat Bowling Association Bowlaspeil held last 
weekend. 
BoMaspeJl strikes litimat first 
Ki t imat  Bowl ing Kitimat took second to Dell Bjorrmon-ofTerrace 
. association held its fifth 
Annual Bowlaspeil n the 
Kitimat lanes this past 
weekend and had 64 
teams, with 3 members 
on each, knocking each 
other out to •come dp a 
winner 72 hours later. 
From Friday at 6 p.m. 
until Sunday at 10 p.m. 
the bowlers played non- 
stop competitions. The 
four divisions of play held 
winners from Terrace 
and Kitimat. Teams from 
Prince Rupert and Port 
Edward weren't so lucky. 
Winners in the A event 
were Triple Ts from 
Terrace and A1 Croziers 
of Kitimat, first place 
($350) and second place 
($250) respectively.  . 
Winning $250 in B event 
was Pelletier Enterprises 
of Terrace with Bedrock 
three of Terrace winning 
$200 for second., 
Rowdiman of Terrace 
won $150 for first in C 
event while Jokers of 
win $U0. 
In the final event, D 
event, DACe Contracting 
of Terrace won $126 
holding Terrace Bowling 
Centre in second place 
with $90 for vrize. 
Individnall~ DACe of 
Terrace took the team 
high three and team high 
single. 
In the Men's high three 
Tullis Lawrence. of 
Kitimat ook the win with 
with  378. 
Lad ies '  h igh  three  was  
Lorraine Titcombe of 
Terraee~vith 895. Single 
ladies' high was 
Henriette Gagnon of 
Terrace with 361. 
The censolation prize ol~ 
E,  J " the Basket o Cheer 
went to Jean Booth of 
Terrace. Jean won $110 
worth .of 'refreshing' 
beverages. ' ' 
The next big Kitimat 
bowling a f fa i r  is 
scheduled for May 14. 876. Men's single went to 
Girl. Kidnapper Now 
in Oanada . ' 
LONDON (AP) --  ported today. 
Joyce McKinney, the A couple ariswering me 
missing former U.S. description of McKiuney 
beauty queen accused in and her close friend Keith 
a sex-in-chaina kidnap Mdy bearded an Air 
case, may have fled to Canada flight at Shannon 
Canada posing as a deaf Airport in ireland last 
mute, Scotlan.d Yard.re- Wednesday. 
• if you reside in Terrace or 
Thornhill and do not have 
a paper eanrier - 
we have a 
SPEOIAL 
ON SUBSORIP110NS 
FOR vouz 
PHONE DAWN: 
636-6367 
Terrace gets second animals clinic 
by Scott Browes 
Graduate  o f  
Washington State  
University and resident 
in the Terrace area for 
three years now Dr. Les 
Hays has broken away 
from his former partner 
at Noreo .Veterinary 
clinic to start his own 
establishment, Aurora 
Animal Hospital here. 
Dr. Hays' officially 
opened. "the hospital 
Thursday April 13 and 
has since had two dozen 
cases, according to Hays. 
Greeting people at the 
door is a three year old 
Dobermhn P inscher  
named Blue. He certainly 
would deter, any un- 
wanted visitors but he 
and his mate, Hay's pet 
Bobble, a' one year old 
LCdl~ble; play ram- 
bunetiously around the 
office. 
Hays explained ~the 
business venture • as 
would a dewted vet. 
"I came up here from 
Washington state to 
~,¢tempt " to' give 
• veterihary" h~lp to the 
areas uffering from lack 
of professional animal 
care," said Ha~/s. 
The new hospital is 
located beside IRLY Bird 
lmnber on highway No. 16 " 
west. ]nclud~ inside the ~ ~ 
old CN building is a 
surgery room with 
necessary equipment, an 
X-ray room with an 
impressive monster of a 
maehin~ taking up the 
full extent of the room. 
An examining room is 
located in the main foyer 
of the workplace where 
animals, large or small, 
can be looked over. 
The hospital .is 
equippec!, tohold animals 
overmght for observation 
and, allow the pro~r. 
attention and care to be 
paid to them. 
"The area population of 
pets does warrant two 
veter inary  c l in ics" ,  
according to Hays. His 
prices are said to be successful last weekend 
competitive andhe has no ,and he hoped for man~ 
specialty, "Everything, I more such experiences. 
like to work with all kinds The address of the 
of animals," Hays hospital is 4801 highway 
smiled. 16 west, the phone 
L ives tock  and  number is 635-2040. 
housecalls are another One adjunct Dr. Hays 
part of the vets duties, added wasconcerning the 
Delivery of a calf was outbreak of brucellosis n 
• STYLR 
m _ 
cattle across Canada. 
"The government has 
just recently made the 
brucellosis vaccine 
available at the owners 
discretion," there have 
been no. eases of the 
disease in this area. he 
concluded. 
Franchise 
Change 
27o,  
See page 10 
l t imQos  
E ILtlIR 
Yo _u've thought 
aboutit_ 
andyou've made 
your decision_ 
Come to us for the mone  
We're flexible_ 
Full amount. On approval 
you'll get the amount you 
need for the period you 
need it, with repayments 
to comfortably'fit 
your budget. 
Flexiblerrates. We have 
a range of good rates to 
suit a range ofcircum- 
stances. And you get life 
insurance at no extra 
charge. 
Fast service. We can - 
have your application 
approved usually 
within 24 hours. 
/ • 
W 
, F lex ib i l i ty_ .  " 
~'ersonalized ROYAL BAN K ? approach to le'nding. 
, ,GERRY WARREN 
,,~., MIRA MORRI$ON 
Oonlaoh Phone 636-7117 
• , INGRI| MATHURA 
~'r BONNIE KREBS 
We're ready/to help you. , 
i 
~il ~ • 
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Marlins Stroke Iny tional win 
byScottBrowes never appeared in the 
lrdUmat's Marlin Swim Terrace region before. 
The Eagles of Masset 
finished |n fifth place 
with one outstanding 
swimmer leaving her 
mark, 10-year-old Cheryl 
Club fulfilled their 
promise and won the 
Terrace Invitational 
blueback Swim Meet this 
past weekend. The 
Marlins chalked up 583 Bennett. 
points while closing in on Single representative 
the them in second place of the New Westminister 
was the Prince George Hyack Swim Club 
Barracuda club with 529 Eugene Gyoffi had an 
points. • excellent otal of points. 
The enthusiasm before, After the show was over 
during and after the Eugene had swam in 29 
rounds of heats was.high, points,, impressive for a 
Spectators wandered in lone rep of a club in such 
and out all day while a large meet (250 ~zom- 
swimmers shook in petirors). 
exhiliration before their Running down" the 
individual races. finishing scores; Marlins 
Coaches of the different first with 583, Prince 
teams were holding Barracudas econd with 
serious tension in the 529, Biuebacks third with 
muscles of their cheeks. 491, Prince Rupert 
before the first race -- Amatuer Swim Club 
smiles appeared when fourth with 423, Eagles 
members of their team fifth with 45, and Hyack 
won a race. With eyes' with 29 points in sixth 
fixed on the starting line place. 
everyone awaited the Ind iv idua l  " per -  
starters' gun. formances deserved of 
One small team, recognition include 
Masset, was represented aggregate winners J. 
at .the meet by. 15 young Zibin and I. Coates in the 8 
Uz Kuschke and Aapo Skogster accept he team / Bluebaek Invitational 
aggregate trophy for the Kitimat Marlins at the 
respectively. - respectively, girls and boys respec- 
In the 9 and 10 age Swimming close to tively. S. Dalke and L. 
group M. Regush, and D. record times in the 11 and Cans_dale took ~e girls 
~. ;h ;n  tunn  fhn  Isn, ,~ ~.A  1O (]rIPl~k|ln ~Ol~Jl~ll~ 1~;91rJ1'~ 
last • weekend. 
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The ~:orld's largesi cherry pie-eight feet in diameter 
and wei~hin~ 646 pounds-was baked in Fairfield, Conn. 
MORE THAN JUST 
A FARE DEAL: 
) 
• Fly to just about any major Canadian city more 
than 400 miles away. 
• Choose from'a good selection of our regularly 
scheduled flights. 
• Fly year round. 
• Enjoy flexible departure and l 'etum dates. 
• Combine bu/ low Charter Class Canada Fare 
with one of our economy-si~.e Canadian Routes 
vacation packages. And sa~'e ven more: 
• Nodeposit  necessmT. 
FROM 
TERRACE/KITIMAT. 
VANCOUVER, 
CALGARY. 
EDMONTON. 
WINNIPEG. 
TORONTO. 
OTTAW,~ :. 
MONTREAL.- 
Plus Canadian trans 
REGULAR 
ECONOMY 
RETURN 
FARE• 
qP  
* 136 
"252 
* 264 
* 356 
* 500 
'518 
530 
a CHARTER 
CLASS CANADA YOU 
RETURN SAVE. 
FARE• ' 
s 99 * 37 
s 157 ~ 95 
s 163 ~ 101 
S 209 ~ 147 
s 281 s 219 
• s 290 ~ 228 
• s 296 .  $ 234 
)ortation tax to a maximton of $8 per persmi. 
Sohool Dislrict No; 88 
(Terraoe) 
announces Kindergarten Registration Day will be on 
Wednesday, April 19, 1978 for children living in 
Terrace, Thornhill, Kitwanga and the Hazelton area. 
It is important hat children register at this time to 
assist with planning for September. 
Kindergarten children registering must be five years 
old by December 31, 1970. Birth certificates are 
required. 
All Kindergarten children living west of Munrne Street 
in Terrace should register at Parkslde School. All 
other Kindergarten children should register at the 
primary school nearest their home. 
The times for Kindergarten Registration are: 
9:00a.m..noon; hO0 p.m..2:30 p.m. 
on Wednesday, April I~, !970. 
Transportation Assistance may be applied for by 
parents of Kindergarten students living outside the 2Vs 
mile walk limit established by the Department of 
Education, and travelling one way by school bus. 
(nn mE 61UE qOU 
HLL THE (OmFORT$ 
OF HomE... 
f % 
Now you can go  anywhere  and still have  those  / -~  
comforts of home. Take your vacation this year A /k~-~ 
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. ~-~ ~ j' 
its the only ~vay to gol " ;: ' : / '~"~_ . .L~ j 
1974 GMi) J IMMIr  
$4895 4 Whxl Drive, V8, Auto 
1977 FORD F260 Wok@ ,8, 
- - . . ,  s,.,.,, ,.,°, . .  .o.., . . . , i o ,  $7896 
• Infants travel f~ee. , C ~ ~ ~  j i 1974 MAZDA P IOKUP - - 
,.,..o..,,., s,.., $2696 
S imPLE BOOKING ~ .' S~l~ l l l l l l~ l~~ , ,  4 Door Sedan, Air oond. ' $6996 
• ..:ou..,:-.ms. 1976 DATSUH F1O - "  " -  
, • Plan your slav am'where from 7 to 30 days. . ~ am ' ' 
,,,,.,.., , , ,,,,,,,,,,, ,, ,,,, ,,o ,.,,. 19766Mi )  PICKUP _ nu,ub~'," of seats varies from flight to flight. In ' , ~ 1  ~ 
• ?~,;:t,j:i:,i:ti':'::'j:i,.:ii~.~21:i:2'i2,abi:d:i'ia!::l..i:r;all;,~,urtravel ~ i ' i i i i  ~ " ton V8, Auto $4896 
CPAir 
..~ ,~  .:~. . ............... ~ ~ 
~ ~.'~i~*~! ' :. .,,!~....~>,=:~ ~ 
({32-4761 in Kitimat. ~ ~!!~+~ i ;~$"~~,~ ' ' ::::::~: . . , : . ,> .~ i ;~ 
:~:!:i~..: "`='~" ""'i':ii~'..': ~>. i :.:'~.'.~ 
1973 TORINO 
Station Wnpn, V8, Auto. $2295 
. Terrace Totem Ford 
' Sales Ltd, 
4631 Koith 
6354984 D00121A 
NEW QUADRA TRAVEL 
Phone 635-2281 
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EDITORIAL 
He more roses 
This is definitely the last year. I shah grow 
r~e. s. My_ father ,  as havel~rbaps half  the  
tamers of the world - -  loved roses, 
Yorkshireman, he was raised in the memory of 
the terrible "Wars of the Roses', --  the bloody 
battles between the Houses of Yorkshire and 
Lancashire--symbelized'by red roses and white 
roses. Still, the unra~ished beauty of the pat- 
terned petals of an unfolding rosebud, bejewdled 
.with the dlam0nd-clesr d ops of morning dew or 
nectar eye'sing mist never failed to catch at his 
heartstrings. 
My early years, which saw me attending over 
a dozen schools on three continents never per- 
mitted me the luxury of rose-gardening, had I so 
wished. 
Came the War. Fate allowed me the sensation 
of viewing at first hand the wild Irish rose, the 
varied hlooms of tree t~oses, bush roses, climbing 
roses, floribunda, tea and  hybrid species to be 
"found throughout the United Kingdom --  and on 
the Continent. 
Once passing hurriedly in a highly vuinerahle 
wireless vehicle, as a signalman with the 
Canadian Armed Forces, not far from Flanders 
fields, immortalized and blooded in an earlier 
war, I marvelled at the still deeper hue o f  
velvety roses vying for attention beside the 
papery shells of the poppies, and pondered the 
words of twelfth century Persia's poet, Kyhham: 
"I think there never bloomed the rose so red, as 
where some buried Caesar once has bled..." 
Then, the War over, back to Caustic, 
University, and a life of 30 years in the sub.arctic 
where, six inches beneath the surface, ice-hard 
permafrost and the harshest climate known in  
the northern hemisphere made roseculture 
unthinkable. 
The self-imposed penance of life on the ttmdra 
over, a new life in the Pacifie Northwest at last 
made rose culti~vation possible - -  and I hurried to 
lay in a variety of the loveliest roses the labelled 
cartons could promise. 
So began, what for the past five years has heer~ 
a traumatic experience. 
Merely taking the purchased rose hushes 
tenderly out of their cardboard wrappings 
resulted in punctures of skin and yein, spurting 
blood and oozing capilhries as the thorn- 
stepped stalks nettled my fingers and hands. 
Later, bonding over the growing branches to 
spray the myri'ad insects intent on devouring 
every leaf and bud and stem, the p.rickly ar-. 
moated limbs would rend mercilessly trousers, 
sleeves or whatever article of my clothing fell 
within snagging distance. 
• Plucking worms, caterpillars, earwigs, snails, 
slugs - - the  creeping, crawling slimy micro- 
populations of the nether world out to harm my 
res~..e.ye.]ol!"m.g~bushes m ant submission to 
Imt~hery to my fin~ers, s~rs  from my wrists to 
my elbows and beyond. My rose shrubs, rather 
than welcoming the tender loving care; the 
fortunes in sprays, powders, pellets and in- 
S ecticides I sought to prote.ct them with; gnoring the fortunes in fertilizers, "rose foood", 
root, stem and leaf nourishment I lavished upon 
them, seemed rather to lie in wait, jabbing me 
with their vestigal "hardware" of innoCent- 
_. looking but ~rribly destructive thorn weaponry. 
Yellowhead 
inter- 
provinoial 
highway 
report 
ACTION REPORT NO.SZ 
VIA&THE 
YELLOWHEAD; 
VIA the umbrella 
structurenow operatinll 
Canada's two national 
railways, will be running 
one transcontinetal rain 
to Winnipeg, then one 
train will branch off 
westward paralleling the 
Trans- Canada Highway 
and the oth~r the 
Yellowhead. Federal 
transport officials have 
obviously recognized that 
in the West, economic 
and population trends 
generally point north- 
south, therefore the need 
for two lines. 
It's high time the same 
federal officials applied 
this logic to highways, 
thereby identifying the 
Yellowbead as a vital 
)art of Canada's national 
lighways ystem, backed 
)y  a cost-sharing 
]pgrading program 
iesigned to bring 'the 
~ellowhead to a uniform 
quality, commensurate 
with the present" and 
future needs. 
"EXPLORE "CANADA'S 
YELLOWHEAD" 
That's the chaflenging~ 
masthead on our 100,000 I 
map-brochures soon to be I 
off the press. The 1978 
issue will be distributed. 
from our office to ap- 
proximately 25) ouflets.~ 
In addition the Canadian 
Government Office of 
Tourism and the four 
provincial tourism 
departments will reach 
out across the borders 
and beyond. . 
To diauge the mileages 
to metric and to update 
the hard surfaced roads 
has necessitated a sub- 
stantial change in 
~oOdUetion format. We 
pe you'll like it. 
YELLOM~[IEAD S]['GP~-. 
OFFS: 
-Hon. Fred Peacock, 
former Alberta cabinet 
minister, had been 
elected president of the 
Western Transportation 
Adv isory  Counc i l  
(WESTAC) .  Our  
Association is a member. 
-Effective next month the 
• • Saskatchewan Hi hways 
-- Like~.v. lse, I dreaded the surgery of pruning. I ] Venartment wil~ eom- 
tried to convey the idea "this hurts me more thanl me lee  conver t ina  
• !t hu~.  you".as I snipped off the new grown I Yellowbead's numi~r] 
oranenes one by onew to cut back the rosetreos I and instamng new route 
• • markers Numbers 5 and the my new hbrary of rose.culture books l . . . . .  ._ . . . _ .  
donicted ". I x4, wm oecome ~UM-  
• " ' • BER 16! 
The annual operation always ended up with -Mid-term Board Meeting 
will be held in Ed- thorn-filled fingers, thurfibs, clothing - and 
tears in my eyes from the sharp pain of battle- 
punctures. There would be bits of thorny stems 
~d pieces clinging to my clothing. I' tried to 
gather the snippets of branches in garbage bags 
and other containers, ~s I pruned to be hauled 
• away by the weekly garbage collection service. 
All dee. was duly picked up, but invariably the 
rose pruniugs would be left behind, would 
scatter, and have to be painfully gleaned from 
'the ground. 
Last week, as I waded in for my annual Spring 
preparation ritual, amid the fertile bounty of a 
long Winter's contribution from the neigh- 
bourhcod's dog and cat population I again had 
proof that most roses will not survive a cold 
winter. Only five out of twenty-five rosebushes 
retained their green stems, in~icating survival. 
The other twenty were dry, blackened and dead 
- -  but still, in death no less~lethal than in life. 
" Life, I decided, is painful enough, without he 
self-inflicted hurts attendant in growing roses... 
roses that would die with the first hard frost of 
• monton 's  Chateau 
Lacombe on Set,day, 
June 0. 
-Put a circle around the 
weekend of Novemember 
3-4. That's Convention 
time in Edmoj~ton's 
MacDonald Hotel." 
-With the completion of 
this year's roadbullding 
program the Manitoba 
portion of the Yellowhead 
will be upgraded to the 
accepted load-limit 
'maximum of 110.000 
pounds. 
And with that en- 
eouragiug note we sign 
off for another month. 
Cheerio! 
TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN 
'PRE88 
German a i r  ace  Baron  
o.am 0.b"t 
r" 
. . By Riohard ,bohon 
Ottawa --  Forgive, Forgive. 
But who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of 
men? 
Stanley Knowles. 
Yep, that's how bad things are here In these 
parliamentary parts that even the Jokes smell. 
But al l  is not lost. 
Joyous tidings filtering back here to Pierre 
Trudeau's bilingual capital.of 0ttawa-Hull from 
the West Coast where Keith Spicer is said to be 
shopping for a nomination in the oncoming 
election. 
You'll remember Mr. Spicer, former Com- 
missioner of Official Languages whose annual 
~reports to Parl iament on the progress of the 
government in "Frenchifying" - -  his very own 
word, that one --  the country were largely a 
diatribe against what he saw as English bigotry. 
M,  Spicer, now a Vancouver-based columnist 
unhappy with his lowprnfile --:afler years of 
enraging English Canada with his abusive 
reports --  is reported to be ready to run for any 
party that will have him. 
The trouble is --  surprise, surprise -- that none 
of the three major political organizations are in 
the bidding. 
Even the Liberals, confide West Coast 
parliamentarians, will only go so far as to 
grudgingly agree that if he can find a con- 
.sfltuenc~/he can go for i.t, but without any official 
~y  support. 
at s gratitude. " 
And after the outrajgeous lengths to which he 
went in his efforts as Commissioner of Official 
Languages to "stuff French down your throats," 
as he denied ever trying. 
If he's serious about looking for a constituency, 
he might try Quebee's Montreal riding of 
Westmonnt; whose constituents he once branded 
as "Rhodesians." 
"Westmount Rhodesians," he called the 
largely-English residents of the riding, meaning 
:it, of co.uras, as an insult• 
How regional can regionaiism get? 
Ask Liberal MP Hugh Anderson of Comox- 
Alberni. 
There he was, busy meeting with some of his 
constituents ata gathering in Port Hardhy when up 
popped a lady to complain he was spending far 
too much time worrying about "eastern in- 
terests." 
Well aware, as are most MPs, that politicians 
isolated from the ma~ stress ' in off-the-beaten. 
track Ottawa tend to get out of touch with the 
"real Canada", he was a bit taken aback. 
• At some length he explained that almost all his 
efforts and work in Ottawa were directed to the 
preservation and protection of West Coast in- 
terests and. well, being, ~ .,.. . . . .  ,. 
• "But I'm not talking about Ontario or even 
Quebec," the woman retorted patiently, " I 'm 
fai~ng about the 'rest' in terms of Vancouver." 
But it's the same all over. 
In Parliament, to each his Own. 
Classic examples of" federal pol i t ical  
regionalism or provincialism was provided not 
by the Atlantic provinces, Newfoundland, 
Quebec, the Prairies, or even supposedly 
"remote" British Columbia, crouched on the~ 
Pacific shore on the "other side" of the Rockies. 
It came from Ontario. From Sudbur.y.. to be 
precise. 
Where a former MP, bored to death 
seemingly endless debates by Prairie politicians 
on crops and prices, rose to reply in one of the 
best basic getting-to-the.point.of.the.thii~g heardl 
before or since in  the Commons. 
" I 'm so sick of hearing about wheat," he said, 
"I 'm swearing off bread." 
Letters to 
the Editor: 
Lef lem tothe editor . - 
Replies to "Ohristian Eduoator" 
Sir: In this school the Should parentswish to 
In response to revelation of God in the have suchan education 
"Christian Educator" let Scriptures, through His for their children, take a 
me add a few words. . Son, and in His Creation good look, at what is 
There is already a is recognized as being already available. Anew 
school.~ in Terrac~ that ..~crucial ~for education.. Christian academy may .... 
reflects many of the Subjectsare taught and not be the answer. 
concerns that the writer studied from this per- Denominationism has ' 
of the letter suggests. His s p e c t i v e N o r m s already split the 
(her? )  comments  established by God and Christian Church intotoo , 
regarding the public revealed by Him are to be 
school system are ac- followed for a full and 
curate. Indeed the rewardinglife. Failure to 
GratefUl for sports 
-reo, helps 
sponsoring the ski lessons 
for school children and 
the School District and 
Fnredominsnt view of life 
society and therefore 
reflected in the  public 
school system is 
humanism., Man is 
supreme; he is his own 
god; he  serves only 
himself. This view of 
course is in direct con- 
tradiction to the view of 
Bible-believing parents 
and their children. 
Therefore the alternate, 
independent, Christian 
school is a necessity for 
this segment of our 
Society. 
The Centenn ia l  
Christian School hasbeen 
Dear Sir: 
May I use your 
publication, to openly 
thank the Terrace Lion's 
Club for the tennis courts. 
Our family are enjoying 
the terrific facilities and 
look forward to the future 
courts beid~ built by the 
established for this 
purpose. A group of 
concerned Christian 
parents got together 
about 20 years ago with 
the vision that such a 
school shQuld be 
'established in Terrace. 
• lit 1967 that school was a 
reality. 
In this school God is 
recognized as the giver of 
all of life. It is He who is 
seen as the source of all 
truth. 
follow these norms 
results in spiritual death. 
This is illustrated 
especially in such sub- 
jects as History and 
Social Studies. 
Moreover, it is clear that 
there are also "norms 
established for the 
sciences, (the search for 
truth in the humanistic 
school), for the use of 
language,  fo r  
mathematics, aswell as 
for behaviour. 
All of life is seen as 
being under the 
sovereignity of God. 
There is no area of life, no 
activity that is outside a 
' person's responsibility o
be of service to his God. 
The student learns what 
that means in his 
academics, , physical 
activities, social ac- 
tivities, emotions, etc. 
He learns bow to exercise 
• his responsibility by 
coming to an ~ un- 
derstanding of the 
various subject areas as 
they are taught from a 
Christian perspective 
many fragments• I 
believe that Christians 
can work together in 
unity in the field of 
education. 
The cost are high 
o because government 
funding is limited. The 
parents of-childrea going 
to the, Centennial 
Christian School know the 
cost is worth it. They are 
rewarded by have their 
ch i ld ren  become 
academically competent, 
ready to do service to 
their Lord. 
Sincerely 
Bert Seines 
SUICIDE BID FAILS 
KOBE, Japan (Reuter) 
'-- Two teen-age lovers 
who jumped from the roof 
of a 0-storey building in a 
suicide pact" suffered 
minor injuries after 
crashing through the roof 
of a Shinto temple, police 
said. The boy and his 
girlfriend, both high 
school students, had left a 
letter saying their 
relationship had bebn 
opposed by their oarents. 
Recreation Department " 
for the swimming and .  " Oentonnbl Ohristian Sohool. 
skating programs, 
forTerracefamiliesiSa great.whenPlaCewe not  affiliated with a Ohuroh 
Editor: Terrace Daily. school 'age children such 
Winter, anyway Manfred yon Rlehth0fen, have such great Co. 
' whose use of bright red Retar operation between these The butter-bright daffodils a kindly neighbonr h r ' , Educator". fig te aircraft gained At ~e same time I d de artments. Herald Janna 
gmift~demei~itth~rSt~!;area~eaodybrighte~ng him the nickname The also. like to ~.ank the ~Incerely . lnresponsetotheletter as you, "Christian_ Seinen. 
• ..- . . . . .  ,,o~,,,,,,o., ,~a,, aF- ttea uaron, was suet tteglonal Dis~rlct and Mrs. G. Jeffrey Friday, Apri l  4, by a / 
preeiate their own delicate beauty without down and killed over the Sdiooi District for "Christian Educator" I , | TERRACE/K IT IMAT 
painful memory• Let others, more horQy- ,Western. Front 60 years i s .  , s . , = wish to make clear that 
ba:~ded and more hardened than I fight their caag°t,t°uay--inRo BrownlOlS--bYof ---.R..nwiMllMlMI w.aavvs''lmAAl IW.B|ulMAIMm the Centennial Christian rmmm ~ aid k- - ,  
personal Wars oi~ the Roses. As for me and ~v [ -  i ) i  y_ . . . .  , School is not affiliated to daily her  
"house throu h with t;arteton ~'lace, unt . . the church. It is indeed 
• , g regret, we shall shower our [ Australian m . . . . . .  zo: iA IMP~ alms,  mere  separate from the church I " |  ~maral Office. 63$43$7 Pub|||~dl" |by  | 
labours of love on less thorny issues. Life is far I claimed'to heave '~-~/'-'--" Wwss  a U I IU I IMUI  even though it is [ Circulation. 53s.5317 Starling Publlshsrk I 
tOO short- and I don't think the roses will even [ sponsible fo~sh"~o'tin~ Dear Mr. Editor: we sure don't eta word physically adjacent to it. 
miss_me. I db'.w.n v_on .Richthofen's. You really, must be a on anything ~n~ all since It is true that many I PUBLISHER...Don Cromsck , | ~ 
[ .r'Ts:erHv~LsOrlT~OomeSlonsdletterstotham:lltorbut ] [[~cl~r'la~Plaonne, pa~v~ ~ewc~m:rtal ~ you u,n~ she got in there aimost 2 ~rents theft support he I MANAGING EDITOR,..Ernmt $mlor . s , | REPORTERS,,,Donha Vall!eral (Terrac|•Thornhill) | l)hliosphy of the (~hrlstian ~ REPORTERS,,,Scott Brown (Kltlmat.Kltamaat) I i . g electandedltthernforbravlty, I . . . . . . . . .  pr] . y(.._ _g.e ._amwerout years ago, and others Sch ol also attend the 
| libel, tasveanaapproprlateness. Publication does not [ ~mp!a.y a~...~.n.e ttoy.aJ of the ~cnoo! tears: sneak in without any Christian Reformed 
| masnodltor, stafforpubllsheroftheHERALDshare i ~anaom_n .Military In- Theljtfewq|ndidates contest. Sure is too bad Church, The Word of God |Publlshodevaryweakdayat3212KalumSt,,Tarraca, | 
| the views of the writers or accept responsibility for | Kl~-•ror_o. nto, ..  . have madea hi~ thing out that no one takes any speaks to us as Christians | "B.C, AmamberofVarlfledCIrculatlon, Authorlzodes II 
| second class mall. Registration umber 1201, Postasa i I thelreccuracyorstatements, oraasoclatathemNive| I 1823-- ' r .ne tit.  st of"irfformlngthepublic" interest at all In what te obey and serve Him in I paid In c h, return po ogeguarantNd, - I | with the causes espoused by the writers, The Letters | steam, cos. t se.rv.l ce when they wanted to ~e happens there, all of life and worship 
I columnsereprovldodasaneededpubllcforum, wholly l star~eaonmeMismsmppi elected. But since gettlng Yours truly 
I without charge, to enable persons from all walks of | River, in. there, they are even Joannle Him together, Though there is surely I ' NOTE OF COPYRIGHT / 
I Ilfa, races, rellglons and levels of aducatlon to expral| I 1836--Texas won in- worse than the former room for another such I TheHoraldretalnsfull, completeandsolacopyrlght | | their por|onal convictions on rashers of general In. | dependence from Mexico Board, When Harrison ,, 
[ ]~reeenSt,f P~b!lcet!on of th.e!r_!ettsrl does not ablo.lva l ,olo--~.~erican author had her "hot line" on Few p.eop.le do busines~ school in Terrace, I Inanyadvertlsementproducgdend.oranyedltorlalor I 
I der0us,~rn ramfredulentmgm oraC"°noutside~r tn Ythe boundsare IIDellOUi,of dece~lcSlan" • and humorist Samuel CFTK ever-,: de,,;, she well WhO ~o nothing abe, presently there is a lot of I photographic content published In the Herald, i 
1 ES Y' | ~e.mens--MarkTwaln-- knew :everything and . . LordChsstsrfisld recto'in the Centennial | Reproduction Is not permitted without he written II 
Christian School For | permission of the Publ|sher. _1 : ' ' I e~. promised everything, but , Christian parents of 
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Mer~ on to semi-finals Franohise 
- -  Merritt Centennials and Blake Stephens were. shutout bid by Murphy. 
recorded two easy the  other Merritt Deschamps and Eddie ~kane~&. 
weekend wins over Cal- marksmen. Bill Thachtlk Beers led the scoring for . .~iimlmll~U 
gary Canucks--8.t  and CIInt Malarchuk Merritt with two goals 
Saturday and 6-0 Sun- combined for 44 saves in each, while singles came ~ ~ 
day-to win their best-of. ~ t~e Calgary net. from Kelly Ferner, Pal)- q ~ " 
seven Centennial Cup Saturday, 1,300 fans bitt, Ames and Gary ~ ~  
quarter-final series 4-2. watched Merritt take S~#:rpby stopped 19 i f  ~ off Pat Pabbitt scored two 
goals and goaltender Pat period leads of 3-0 and 6-9 shots in the Cenfennials' 
Murphy blocked 23 shots on the way to victory, goal, while Thadfuk and _~a~ . ,R  10 
in Sunday's game before Calgary's lone goal Malarehuk combined to vvv  r~, lsv ~v  
1,147 fans. came from Murray stop 30 for Calgary. 
_ Bob Deschamps, Bud Brumwell at 13:00 of the 
Langat~om, Dale Ames final period_ .to .ruin .the FOR PRIVATE USEOR BUSINESS 
0owboys ride winners 
AUTOVEST 
Before you bw, Invmtlgeto the advantages ofthis reat- 
to.owl plea. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
fie Up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rant and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
Double wins at Rifle Rodeo at Camrose:, 
overlapping weekend on the strength of winning 
rodeos, once a rarity, the steer wrestling and 
have now become the $,¢00 for a 4.4 second run. 
rule, a t  least in bull Lyn JeusenofCa~lston,~ to F ¢SO pl.ckuPlYlEconollneYanl.7! C lO0 Chiv pull 
riding. Don Gay did it at Alta., was his coun-' .ss4|.oop~.m~thl St35.oopm'month[ Sl=v.0oparm0nlSI 
Calgary and Medicine terpart at Saskatoon,. I lease mm pr¢Ollu~ end prlcelioso end price i 
Hat in March and now winningthe first go-round B ss,t~s.~ l st,~s.oo l s~,e~s,oo . B 
Don Johansen, Hussar and the average in B.or slmply.returnlor slmpl~ return l or simply r~urnM 
I ? '  c,m,ro HT 17S Zephyr' . '~l ;n [ ,7, Dodge Van B Airs., had done i t  at bareback riding as well. I SlSg'0OPermonthi S12E.00parmonth| S139.00pormonth | Saskatoon and Comrose, 
A]ta. Johansen's ?8 mark Ties were featured in | lease end price| IHse end price| lease end price J 
at Saskatoon earned him saddle bronc riding at B n,ocs.oo [ st~s.os I sT,eys.o~ l 
$493 while a 76 at both rodeos and in each Nor simply returnl or simply return[ or simply return g' 
Camrose was worth $425. case the winning mark . . . . . . .  II 70 Fiesta 3 dr.. | 78 FISO 4 x 4 
That total of Sgl8 put him was 76. Hometown Bsgt.00 per month l SlSS.0O per month 
into the lead in the cowboy Brian Claypool I lease end price I lease end price 
Canadian standings, both .shared thelead ;with Wilt E ~N0O.0O [ s~,us.oo 
II or simply return Ior simply return 
. III I I  ' I 
RCA mostcompact 
XL-100 coiorTVever 
14" 
RCA XL.IO0 
See it now--the new,RoomMate 
featuring RCA's XtendedLife chassis 
RCA' I  100°/o wild e~te Xtend~Llfo 
challis delivers excellent per- 
formance, yet uses surprisingly 
little power. This means low stress 
on vital components for reliability 
and long life expectancy. 
Low power consumption--uses l s 
energy (on average) than a 75-watt 
light bulb. 
ONLY 
S39995 
I;O Okls Cutlass i ~ /~ S139.00 per month | RCA'e new AccuLIne black matdx 
IHSO end price J picture tube delivers asharp. 
S3,02S.OS , . | bright, high-contrast picture. 
, <:~ Automatic Fine Tuning pinpoints and rodeos ended on April 9. Hyland of Salmon Arm, i or simply return • '. 
Two exper ienced B.C, at Saskatoon, while • holds the correct broadcast signal. 
m--hOW were n.m  leadem at Camr ] ,o, .,o,,,,o. i T O T E M  T V O E N T R E  LTD ~l",~o'~nd champioVns'a't were Glen Gri, ffith,] CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHARDS • h, ~n ,.~ono both of uesstoro, rata, anu TOm 
which drew capacity Enrikson and Jim COLLECTg87.7111 
crowds. Tom Bews of Leggette, both from , ' BELMONT LEASING LTD. • g • 
Pekisko, Airs. was the Innisfall, Alta.. . , , '0~'RI.EOR,VE • " 460" /Lake lse  Avenue 
champ at the Winchester NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.004,gA ~ 635"6810 636-3144 
J 
i _  ,r/-] 
! 
We've got the Pulse of Terraoe, 
game and see: 
In 0ord, 
Pulse Jeans 
Pulse Pants 
# 
Pulse Jump suits 
Denim and Gaberdine 
For the many sides of you, 
we have the olothes to 
view, at: 
.Tl'1, " 
3304 Kalum Phone 636-3403 
° .  
I 
' 
II E TEBE T ! H OOM ' I E M ,~u~C~u~,% O M,X.,. MARG.  ~o~: ~'v~%.,, o., 
tl zt 11.~ - 3 
I .o~ ~N, lo o LB 
[P~ PKG TINS PKG 
I~TERN iI~I~ILY_iCE D '~FLOZp(~_~n- WESTERN FAM~Y 
/24 OZ CONTAINER FOR N SIX FLAVOURS 
i 
EV~ 
i SU~HT" I~WDER ] [SUNUGHT - uQ ~ lcARNAT'°N - sTRA'GHr°r cR'NKLE cut 7 I 
I LAUNDRY / ID ISH ... , ,..IIFRENCH FRIES, m 
]DETERGENTI IDETERGENTI  n ~ ~ ~ F..oz~., ~,, ~ .. ~ 
II 2.4 KG BOX /32FLOZBOTrLEIIPr=AS& c R TST~' I  
L FROZEN 5 LB B ' ~  
WESTERN FAMILY--LIQUID . , ,  
FABRIC ~'~%o ~ ~IL IV i r ' i~J  .llRrr,,,,o,,,o t3 cu~,Al 
SOFTEH~.m~.~'17 I S l [] ~ v m l n  FLAVOURS .~...'i . , l r  
I KOZY KITTY BRAND '. i I PUSS 'N BOOTS -- 500 g PKG 
CAT ~ ,,II='ZlIF~VOUR. 407 
Ulml r r~ BAG I • llMOnSr=l.S I e  
I OARNAT,O. -- NON 0A,RY" I lVVESTERN FAMILY -:- ~LB PKG / 
COFFEE. l lz ~11 '! II MACARONI or l~  I~ I 
MATE °~R ] • I ISPAGHETTI 10~1 
GIUt~II~ d~F IOz ,~ k" J I  I TOMATO/ I  i~d ' i l  
DraNK ," ";s. V I I I PASTE .o"... ~ ~1 
WESTERN FAMILY -- INSTANT I I KELLOGG's " BREAKFAST CEREAL 
• 2 LB 600 CHOC. BAo J9511BFIAN. ~ a~ 
DRINK MIX | , I]FLAKES ~o× ,~ ~IP 
l  l'WES   N FA 'LY-- C E M O' 
WHOLE WHEAT I CANADA#t--WHITE "~ '~EI  I PASTEURIZED--NATURAL . " r~U~l  I
FLOUR '~ ' [HONEY co,,.~ ,  I 
I ROGER'S - UNBLEACHEDITi~II[ IKRAFT--' MAXI'MALLOWS16 OZ "1 
WHnT= 4 I "A"s"'...~o a t l~ l  
FLOUR~ [~.ows  
WESTERN FAMILY 
SOFT, ,  i . . . . . .  
MARGARINE 
2 POUND TUB 
CRISCO 
I I I  FOR SALADS 
U II  ~ I I  or COOKING 
- , . 
QUAKER- REGULAR or 
MALT -- .100%., 
WHOLE .WHEAT 
IMUFFETSl 
i 
t+ 
% 
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GOVT INSPECTED AND APPROVED 
NS 
" " IBnKARrRe I 
SMALL LINK -- RANDOM WEIGHTS 
~!t~'~ ~ ~i 
WHOLE~ 
HORLFI ' I I / . ~ l l  T" 'Y  PACK 
,PER / I L~ 
u, II H 
M 
PER LB / 
OVERWAIT-~~- B.C. PRODUCED LARGE CANADA 
+o 
PANCO TRAY. PACK 
P~LI3  l 
"FIRST:•CHOICE"-sUCED 
1LB VAC PKG 
# 
! !  
RESH, 
PIZ 
. °  
ITAUAN 
STYLE OR 
HAM ,AND 
CHEESE 
12 ,INCH 
VAC. PKG 
' i i8  
CAUFOR~IA -CANADA NO. 1 
12 
1781 '++ + 
OVERWAITEA- "FIRST CHOICE" ' =~~+~ 
SIDE BACON 'L' VAC.PKG ~ / ¢ B E R T A  " CANADA NO. 2 
REGULAR or THICK SUCEB 
 1c!¢ 
~OM. ~E~~,5  ~ oZ m I 
~ - -  WHITE or 60% 
WHOLE WHEAT. SLICED 20 oz 
LOAVE. c 
CANADA # 
ONE GRA[; 
PER 
LB 
GROWN 
20 LB BAG 
TROPICANA- ORANGE 
Ju ice  1oo~ PURE 
64 
FL OZ 
BTL 
I 
f ~  
TERRACE 
3220 Eby Street 635-5950 
KITIMAT 
323 City Centre 632-2255 
Overwa=tea 
FOOD CENTERS 
4 
¢ 
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Soenes From Kindergarten i Primary S.D. No.88 
~i; > 
Enjoying Books Thornhili Primary 
i 
• > i 
' " : '~ i ~ 
• ~....:...:::.:~:~:~:;...~.;..:~:;v......:~.~..~;:~;Z:~:;Z~Z:~:~:~:~:~::~:~:::~::~Z:~Z::Z~::::~::~:~:~:::;:~:~:~2;:;~:~;X.:.X:~. ~ 
iii Business I!, 
i!l ~ ~ Not listedinour ~! 
B.II, Tel Directory. l[ 
~!i ~ ,~.1  TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL C ENTRE. 635.3100 ~i 
i ! ~ i ~  AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL- 6,$-2040 i:! 
! ! i ~  BOYOS BOOY SHO,'.,~,.,,,,O ii~ 
We're  , . . ,o:  o , . . . . . , . , ,<. . , , , . , , , ,  
"THE HOBBY HUT - 635-9393 
L is ted  ,,.,, ,,v,.,wo,,,,o,.,,,.,,,, 
, - - GEMINI  EXCAVATING - 63S.3479 
~ r ~  I Free .  for ONE month'courtesy of THE i 
• 1%/ l%t  ; DAILY HERALD ' : 
If you wish your Business Phone ~1~ :~ l~g~ i 
listed for  your customers please call V U i ~ m ~ V V |  
E.T.K. Rythmn Band 
i 
Franchise 
Change 
9-/,,o 
i l o l i  
lee pate 10 
% 
Using the library Kill K'Shlan 
I 
Concept Development Thornhill Development 
I 
Parkslde Kindergarten Post Office 
I 
THE GiIEAT TOYO A ICELIC 4 ' 
A~rrom~coe 
S-SPEED-- COUPE oR 
LH'BACK 
For 1978, Toyota brings you a 
sturlning new sporty car and a 
choice that ensures you ge; 
exactly the car you want, 
CHOIC'E: 4 models for your con- 
~ideration, ST or GT.Coupe, ST 
or GT Liftback. 
CHOICE: Floor-mounted 
3-speed automatic or 5-speed 
overdrive transmission, 
OI.IOIC~: A rainbow of new 
colour combinations toenhance 
Celica's new aerodynamic 
design, ' - , 
CI-IOIOE', (We couldn't resist his). 
Motor Trend Magazine has 
chosen Celic~i as the 1978 Import 
Car of the Year. 
I 
CHOICE. 
CHOOSE THE / And, because this is very deft- 
OOIJPE: Sportier "m / _ ~ nitel~' a Celica, 
handling, more (--~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t,J_., so are steel 
modestly priced, '~  L~ .~:~J/ / -  belted radials 
• the coupe incor- \t ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~  an d MacPherson 
porates Toyota's °)~k~ ~-r /~ E ~[[-- strut suspension,. 
~BII ' ventilation, styled . 
steel wheels and a 
reduce wind resistance. • day/night mirror. 
A Wider cabin is enveloped in Sound good? You should see it! 
. curved side glass, Surprising CHOOSE THE LIF'I'BAOK arid 
room, surprising comfort, (Sur- you get the breathtaking Celica.. 
prising car!) Trunk space is The features of the coupe and 
increased by 40%. The overhead space age aerodynamic styling, . 
cam 2.2 litre engine has cross with all that space in the back, 
flow heads, a 2-barrel carb, and plus a nifty fold-dQwn rear seat so 
transistorized igflition, you can lug along longer things 
Frontseats recline allthe way, along with 3 people.. , . ,  
.Power front disc brakes, wall to 
wall carpets, afull coracle, flip CHOOSE AN El' MODEL and you 
out, rear quarter windo.ws and get a very elegant simulated 
IIiYOR CELICA 21iDAY 
. . .  . 
instrument panel and shift knob, 
full fabric upholstery, AM/FM 
radio and floor mounted auto- 
,matic transmission asstandard. 
CHOOSE A GT MODEL and you 
get a brushed aluminum instru- 
ment panel, AM/FM multiplex. 
stereo radio, leather Wrapped 
~ ~ , ,  
Optional sunroof on GT~ 
'steering wheel and shift knob, 
knitted vinyl seats and a fully 
adjustable driver's eat with a 
back-saving lumbar support 
feature,' 
The 5-speed overdrive 
transmission is standard on GT 
models. You can also choose 
power steering or a sunroof as 
options, 
CHOOSE A TOYOTA DF.AI~R. • 
Choose the one nearest you and 
see him today for today's most 
exciting choice, Toyota Celica-- 
any way you.want it. 
TOYOTA 
See these Toyota dealers today! 
t 
i 
!:,i 
, ~ , : rc r  .,:', r U;': . i . [q2 , , ; . ;{~.  
Kindergarten in School Disi i,iict No. 88 (,Terrace) 
From Currwulm Goals to LearningExperiences 
Photos on Page 8 
Kindergarten I  School 
District No. 88 (Terrace) 
From Curriculum goals 
to Learning Experiences 
The Kindergarten 
program is designed to 
extend social and 
emotional development, 
promote physical and 
mental growth, stimulate 
.language development, 
and build feelings of self- 
esteem. The following 
statements represent 
reasonable and im- 
portant goals for our 
youngsters because they 
reflect skills that are 
necessary for all sub- 
sequent learning. 
Our Goals of' Early 
Childhood education 
Assisting the child in 
mastering receptive and 
expressive language 
skills that are necessary 
for the development of 
problem-solving and 
thinking abilities. 
-Assisting the child in 
the development of 
sensory,perceptual skills. 
-Assisting the child in 
developing gross and fine 
motor skills. 
-Assisting' the .child in 
acquiring interpersonal 
skills necessary for in- 
teracting effectively with 
peers and adults. 
-Assisting the child in 
• acquiring intrapersonal 
skills necessary for 
achieving personal in- 
dependaence. 
As parents of young 
kindergarten children 
until it has been mastered BY EaM. D)INIELS, Supervisor of Primary Instruction• (hopping. pouring water. 
' • . skipping). Language and 
methods uch as direct what l~e sees, I~ears and '~ -cut, place and paste as other skills develop in the 
instrtiction, - guided- touches) required, sameway. It is'the role of 
discovery learning, free- -match, sort, and name -trace around and in- the teacher to provide the 
play activities, and a variety of colors, side stencils, motivation and the op- 
tutorial sessions in ordei" shapes and sizes. • -sew on card- portunity for such 
to meet he neede of eaeh -classify objectsby two board,burlap or cloth, p rac t i ce  th rough 
child. Teaching becomes, or more properties. -make horizontal,  meaningful learning 
therefore, an extremely -identify missing parts vertical and slanted lines activities, 
complex tas~ requiring of objects, shapess.letters with boundaries. The tracing of objects 
the applicahon of both and numerals. Interpersonal Skills and making of lines lead 
knowledge and Skill in -dup l i ca te  two- (Relat ionship wi th  naturally to the printing 
developing a suitable dimensional design with others): of le t terswhich will 
program of specifiC' objects" (parquetry -co-operate with others follow when the time is 
learning experiences to blocks), by following simple rules, , right. 
meet hese goals; " -match, sort, and name by helping establish such Mastery of .auditory 
• What do children need letters and numeral~, rules, and by learning to perceptual skills is 
to learn? ' -reproduce and name a change or modify rules necessary r for the 
If the child is to learn sequence of four items' when necessary, children's understanding 
on his own or to benefit seen and or heard from -share and take turns, and use of the in- 
from direct teaching he memory. -give help to other formation he hears. 
must master some basic -identify and describe children. - 
similarities and dif -  skills. The following list is -accept help from other 
not intended to be ferences by sight and children. . 
comprehensive but a resound.  -engage in discussions 
examples of objectives in -le~/rn left to right and activities that in- 
our  k indergar ten  progression (the direc- volve adults and other 
pr.ogram, tion of reading and chil~lren in the classroom 
L a n g u a g e A i t s writing). -play co-operatively 
(receptive and " ex- .-role play stories, with -help with simple tasks 
.pressive language): expression to involve such as clean-up and 
-follow andgive simple sequence of action and serving snacks. 
to more complex m-"dialogue (puppetry and -verbaliz~ feelings 
structions. " drama), related to events that 
-ask and answer -name pairs of rhyming arise in the classroom. 
estions. ' words. . lntrapersonal Skills 
escribe and compare -recognize words hears (skills leading to personal 
experiences and events, which begin with the lnde~ndence): 
-describe functions of same sound (through • -care for his own 
objects. . . • . stories, songs, and physical needs such as 
-unders tana  ann poetry). ' messing, toileting and 
describe concepts related -match initial sounds to eating. 
• -attend to tasks for to knowledge of self, objects, pictures or increasingly longer 
culture and the natural letters. 
world. Motor Skills (gross and periods of ti~e. 
-describe similarities fine): . -assume responsibility 
and differences inobjects Through play activities for completing tasks 
and pictures, at home children usually -indicate willingness, to 
-use in fo rmat ion  develop the basic.motor attempt ~nore difficult 
learned in various ex- skills.necessary for eye-' tasks. 
periences to solve hand co-ordination. Most -work for delayed 
problems, children, however, need rewards." 
to practice these skills -respond to social re- 
and our program offers inforcement (smiles, pat 
Language development 
and reading -- readiness 
skills are improved. 
Learning the sounds of 
letters and discovering, 
rhyme leads to initial 
consonant substitution, 
(mat, hat cat) an 
essential reading skill at 
the grade one level. 
Left to., right 
progression •and the 
ability to discriminate 
visually sets the pattern 
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The average Amer ican TV set 
is on about six hours a day. 
parents, it is there. Trustees which has 
Nothingcan replace the recently given us a 
one-to-one interaction k indergarten pupil- 
between child and teacher atio of 20-1, and 
teacher in this first and. we would like to publicly 
most important year of express our thanks,  
school. We are privileged E.M. Daniels 
to work for an un- Supervisor of Primary 
derstanding Board of Instruction 
It 's believed by some that  i f  a ladybug lands on your 
dress, you' l l  get a new dress. 
Franchise 
Change 
27 
See page 10 
for. reading and helps 
thechild recognize the 
differences between 
similar letters as d, b, p, 
q, 
Within any one period 
in kindergarten there is 
an overlapping and 
correlation of the skills 
listed. An inexperienced 
observer may not, at first 
glance, appreciate the 
underlying organization 
and structure within the 
kindergarten class, but 
I'm sure you will want to . d e v e 1 o p t h e 
know exactly what this vocabulary for self- 
means in terms of what expression (through 
kinds of skills young talking about personal 
children need to master, experiences and feelings, 
why these skills or telling stories, dramatic 
abilities are important play). 
and how the • teacher -develop vocabulary 
translates these goals through field-trips to 
into specific classroom nature~ areas, bakery! 
learning experiences, f i rena, ,  supermarket 
• The teacher . .  is etc. ;and.generally in~ 
K~ponsibleffor. the dihly;~qr~a'seT-~bcabulary ;.for 
" ling: diagnosing, deseribingmbre eohi~lex 
r u c t in g ; a n d observations. 
sting your child's Sens0ry-Pereeptual. 
ess. The teacher, as ,  Skills: 
lecision maker, (to he lp the  child 
mes responsible for develop to his fullest 
ling a program that potential the ability to 
,arious presentation interpret and ~derstand 
whatever 
many opportunities in the on the back, supportive 
form of games, music words) rather than 
activities, gym acitivites concrete rewards. 
and playground time for -critically evaluate his 
this sort of practice, own work. 
-perform walking, " -set realistic goals for 
marching skipping, himself. 
galloping, hopping and •.-work independently. 
bending .tasks, • Why are. These 'Skills 
-action games (relays, !mp~ta,t? 
.bopeep. o~h, throwing and Lea*~ing how to think, 
eatcbihg~gan)~es). " ' . . " so|re .problems~ and,;: 
-reproduces rhythmic master  more specific 
pattern, tasks is the best bm'lder of 
• -learn position concepts self-esteem and self- 
(in; over, under, beside, worth known. When a 
behind, in front)." ' "young child learns a new 
-copy simple letters; task , -  he Will 
pa.tterns, andshapes, automatically practise it 
your 
pitch... 
STRIKE 
.IT 
RI.CHZ, " '",", 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND Y( 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS . . . . . . .  
AND TURN YOUR DON'TWANTS INTO CASH 
AT THIS SPEi)IAL RATE 
§ LI.NES"S DAYS.§ DOLLABS 
OAILV HERALD Ms, coupon with s, oo .oh 
Cheque or Money Order to: 
"STR IKE  IT R ICH"  "Strike It Rich" Ads 
The Daily Herald 
~AOS 3=1= Kalum 
Please , ,How one  space between word~ Ter race ,  B .C ,  V0O 484 
tt t t l t  i t t l t  l l l i l l l i t t l t t l t  
I I I I  I I  I I t l l  I I I I  I I I I  I I LLLL J  
J l l l l l  I l J l l  I I I I I I I I I l l l l l l  
I I  I I I I  I I I I I  I l J l t l l l l l l l l l l  
1111 II I I l l l  I l l l l l l f l~ J i l l l J  dards. 
• ' a 
~lame . . . .  . . . .  Strike It Rich ads cannot be tak'en over the telephone. 
B.ddress - .  ' 
Po~tal Code . . . . . . . .  ..,.~ . . . . . .  ., . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~ ' 
:lasslflcatJon . . . . . . . . . .  Telephone No, . . .  . . . . . . .  FOR ITEMS UP TO $250 IN VALUE 
T:lrn Your Don'tLWanto into into Instant Cash Take. Advantage of this Spenla! RateToday! 
/ .  
Print your',ads Jn the squares on the coupon. On%sure to Include 
your. telephone number and leave a blank spa'on between words. 
I 
I Items may not exceed S2SOin value, Price must be included in the 
• I advertisement. 
I 
I Your advertisement will run for five consecutive days upon 
I receipt:of coupon and accompanying payment. 
l 
,; No cancellations or refunds. 
No business*ads please. 
Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising start. 
B AUTIF//L 
GED 
LINE-A-BED is a molded liner/protector WOUlO be worth having just because it 
makes a pickup look so good. And made 
to stay that way. It's tough, easy to clean, 
resists stains, and it can even be waxed. 
One piece protects the headwall, side- 
walls and bed floor. Another slips right 
over the tailgate. One man can install 
it in ten minutes or less. And the result? 
Well, look at any Pickup bed without 
for your truck bed that's virtually inde- 
structible. Because it's made of the' 
same high-impact material you'll find in 
football helmets, andgol f  club heads. 
The purpose,of LINE-A-BED is 'to protect 
the bed of a new or used pickup'truck, 
to enhance its appearance, to insulate 
the bed when it is used in conjunction 
with a topper or recreational equipment. LINE-A-BED, then look at one with. 
WithLINE-A-BED~apickuptruckowner $ 4 5 9  0 0  can haul heavy equipment in it, carry 
strong alkali, manure, etc., without 
scratching, •marring or otherwise damag- i 
ing his truck bed. Distributors for 
Even if it didn't do bnything, LINE-A-BED 
Terrace, Kitim|, Prince Ruped 
I I I I 
t 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ud, 
4631 Keith 
635-4984 
P 
D00727A 
I h 
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FESTIVAL NOTES 
The 12th Annual Pacific 
Nor thwest  Mus ic  
Festival will be getting 
underway in Terrace 
• from the 20th Pacific 
Nor th~vest  Mus ic  
Festival will be getting 
underway in Terrace 
from the 2Oth of April 
through to the 29th. 
The  " commit tee  
members, wish to extend 
a warm welcome to all 
who attend this F~stival, 
as a competitor or as a 
member of the audience. 
This year the Music 
Festival has received 
nearly 1000 entries, most 
of which are competitive. 
These entries consist of 
Dance, Piano, Accordion, 
Vocal. Sveech Arts, In- 
strumental~ Band, Choir 
and Strings. ' 
The adjudicators have 
come from various par 
of Canada and by the 
wisdom, wit and e] 
thusiasm benefit us all. 
If any difficulty should 
arise while in Terrace 
during Festival week, 
please call any one of the 
following phone num- 
bers: 635-4948, 635-3768, 
635.5758, or 635-2548. '
The locations and 
adjudicators are as 
follows: 
Piano - -  R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre --  Mrs. Helen 
Si lvester,  Caledonia 
Lecture Theat re -  Miss 
Alexandra Munn 
Voca'l, Choral • and 
Strings - -  Clarence 
Michael School - -  Mrs. 
Roberta Stephen 
Band - -  R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre --  Mr. Tudor 
Jones 
Instrumental - -  E.T. 
Kenney Gym - -  Mr. 
Tudor Jones 
Speech Arts - -  Cassie 
Hall School - -  Dr. Leona 
Paterson 
Accordion - -  R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre :--- Mrs. 
Marlene Shier 
Dance --  R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre -- Mrs. Soonee 
Lee 
Programmes will be 
availfible at the various 
halls during Festival 
week and effective April 
17th and Sight and 
Sound stores in Prince 
Rupert, Kit imat and 
Terrace and at the Photo 
Shoppe in Smithers, the 
Terrace Library and at 
Tillicum Keyboards. 
Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival Adjudicators 
across Canada and in the Tudor Jones 
United States. She is co- 
author of "Creative 
Communication", 
several articles on 
Readers Theatre and 
Speech and is editor of 
the* Canadian Speech 
Assoc ia t ion  Com- 
municat ions  "Spe.c- 
trum". 
Dr. Paterson is past 
president of the Canadian 
tS~eeech Association and 
Southern Alberta 
Speech  Tea .chers ,  
president of the In- 
te rpreters  Theatre 
Alliance. She is also a 
member of the Board of 
Examiners for the Royal 
Conservatory of Toronto. 
Rober t=/Stephhen 
Vocal 
Mrs. Stephen, a singing 
teacher from Calgary, 
has adjudicated in the 
three western provinces 
and examined for the 
Western Board of Music. 
She and her students 
,have won medals, prizes 
and scholarshops from 
themain ,  examining 
boards and the local- 
music festival. She 
recently attended a 
course in the Netherland§ 
on 20th Century Vocal 
Music which has led to 
the formation of a 
chamber  ensemble 
devoted to conf~mporary 
music and the writing of 
compositions for the 
voice. Her comPositions 
have won several prizes 
and was her major at'the 
University of Calgary 
under Luigi Zanannelli. 
Mrs. Stephen ad- 
judicated in Terrace last 
year and we are delighted 
that she has return~ 
Alexa ndra Munn 
P iano  
Miss Muss is a 
Calgary born pianist, who 
studied with Dr. Gladys 
McKelvie Egbert in New 
York .with Irwin 
Freundlich, and with 
Guido Agosti in Siena, 
Italy, She has performed 
as soloist with Western 
Canadian orchestras and 
was pianist with the 
Calgary Philharmonic 
for seven years. Many of 
her performances include 
soloist accomanist and 
choral conductor on the 
CBC Television and 
Radio networks. 
In 1968 she was 
'awarded a Canada 
Council Research Grant 
to London, Vienna and 
Salzburg, and as con- 
ductor of the Richard 
Eaton Singers suc- 
cessfully toured England 
with in July 1970. Her 
fervent musical interest 
in .young musicians has 
sent her as adjudicator 
and examiner  from 
Victoria, B.C. to 
Yellowknife, N.W.T. and 
Whitehorse, Yukon to 
~s  arlottetown, P.E.I. She 
presently Associate 
P ro fessor  in the 
Department of Music, 
Univecsity of Alberta. 
Band and Instrumental 
Tudor Jones is a native 
of British Columbia. His 
training was taken in 
Vancouver, the Scottish 
Academy of .Music 
(Glasgow), Royal Marine 
School of Music (Deal, 
Kent)  and the Royal 
Academy of Music,  
London.. 
Dur ing  a musical  
career covering thi~y£ 
five years in 
Canad ian  Mi ' l i tary  
Forces, he performed as 
a soloist, Conductor of 
HMCS Ontario, HMCS 
Cornwa l l i s  Band,  
Atlantic Command Band, 
Ma~'itime Command 
Band (Pac i f ic ) , ,  and 
through his final seven 
years of service held the 
dual  appointment of 
Commandant, Canadian 
Forces School of, Music 
TERRACE AND DISTRICT 
HOSPITAL SOCIETY 
Annual Meeting 
Leona F, Paterson 
Speech Arts 
I)r. Paterson has been 
associated with Mount 
Royal College for many 
years, as an ad- 
ministrator and teacher. 
She is reeongized as 
one of the leading lec- 
turers and adjudicators 
in speech, choral speech 
and choric drama in 
schools, and festivals 
i . 
DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 
Wednesday, June 7, 1978 
8~.00 p.m. 
Lecture Theatre 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School 
The business will consist of the election of members of 
the Society, the electl0n of the members to ~serve on the 
Hospital Board of Trustees, and prese'ntatl0n of reports 
covering the year 1977. 
In order to be eligible to vote, membership mus~be 
purchased before Sunday, May 7, 1978. Membership 
may be purchased at 'the following locations: 
"~ Mills Memorial Hospital 
Royal Bank of Canada 
Toronto Dominion Bank 
Bolens Mt 
America's  largest se 
no bag, no rake roD1 
t 
18" Bolene 
Mulching Mower 
No ,matter which 
model you choose, all 
Bolens Mulchino Mowers 
are designed to give you a 
lawn with less wort. Muk I 
annoying grass clippings to 
deep ins,de your lawn wher, 
See the ORIGINAL Bolens 
now at . . ,  
TERRAOE EOUJPI 
4639 6reig Avenue . . . . . . . . . .  - . , , . . .  ..................... '
Dealer  Lioonoe Number 101249A 
4M¢ sooo,,, 
Products 
• "~A • 
O 
and Supervisor of MusiC, 
Canadian Forces. 
Hr. Jones has ad- 
judicated nationally and 
internationally since 
1955. 
~ 
Helen Silvester 
Piano 
A concert pianist, a 
"teacher , an adjudicator 
and "a member of the 
permanent boa.rd o f  
examiners for the 
Western Board of Music. 
For the past six years, 
' she has been a member of 
the Music Faculty' at 
UBC. In addition to this, 
she conducts a seminar 
every two weeks / in- Paradis. She entered in 
eluding performance, music festivals in Ed- 
and such skills as ira- /nontonand Calgary from 
1991 to ,1959 and won the 
Alberta Provnicial Open 
prov isa f ion ,  s ight  
i'eading, transposing~ and 
score reading and has 
frequent requests for 
workshops and master 
classes. Ms. Silvester has 
studied with leading 
teachers both in Canada 
and the United States and 
¢has appeared in solo 
recitals and with sym- 
phony orchestras in both 
countries, i ,, 
Marlene Y. Shier 
Accordion 
Mrs. Shier studied 
accordion in Edmonton 
under Monsieur , G. 
Championship n 1956. 
Mrs. Shier• taught 
accordion in  Edmonton 
for four years before 
moving to Prince George 
in 1961. 
For the past 15 years 
she has been teaching in 
Prince George, have a 
continuing interest in the 
District Music Festival 
and presently is the 
Musical Director of the 
Prince George Accordion 
Band Association. 
Soonee Lee 
A.L.C. Home Improvement is dropping the "Windsor Plywood" 
Franchise. All Windsor Stock must be sold by Saturday April 22, 
to make room for new products. 
ALL mE,FINISHED AND EXOTIC PANELLING IN THE STORE REDUCED 27% 
(EXCLUDIliG SPRUCE'& FIR PLYWOOD) 
SAVE 
Dance , 
Mrs.. Lee, former 
Principal of the 
S ingapore  Ba l le t  
Academy and member of 
the Arts Council of 
Singapore, was appointed 
to head the new Ballet 
Programme fo the 
Community Music School 
of Greater Vancouver in 
1976. 
Mrs. Lee trained at the 
Legat School, the Royal 
Railer School, London, 
England, the State Ballet 
Academy, East Berlin, 
and has studied ~,ith Olga 
Preohrajenska, Tatjana 
Gsosky, and Nina 
Veru .buva .  For  
many years she was the 
Principal Dancer of the 
Singapore Ballet. She has 
danced extensively in 
Europe and South-East • 
Asia. She has trained 
many dancers .who are 
now performing in 
various Opera Houses 
and Ballet Companies in 
Australia, Germany, 
Ho l land,  Eng land ,  
Switzerland, Belgium 
and the United States. 
I 
Sal I) I)h " All es Final, ash- arpx-Masteroharge,. 
He Charge Accounts, Delivery Oan Be Arranged, 
4,L,C, HOME .IMPROVEMENT 
(formally Windsor Plywood) 
164 - 4th Street, Kitimat 
PhOne 632'6636 
~,  . . . . . . . . .  . ,  
/ 
I 
t =,,r;I ~', rl/~ .[.[;-.,~;J{~. CC.MP. 77/7~ ..... 
J ob  oppor tun i t ies"  
in  Ter race  . . 
CLERK TYPIST. 1 COOKS, various openings. _8A0 GENT. I vacancy, 
opening $44550t0548450 $3..25 per hour, Speciality $ 00.00-$1,200.00 per 
'.:' - ' :  - -- '  - coomng monm Training tor one 
~rem~mw~f~?m~' ;" n~! " year provided, should 
f l l ino t= l~h~. ,~ J t '~ ,~ REGISTERED NURSES, have background and 
*Hma.D t ~m~. j~sivla~.. ¢ l l s~ ' . . . roe,ant|nn rl,,tl=e • 2 openings, $7.90 per hour. Interest m economms. 
. . . .  v .. . .  ,~ . . . . .  Registered in medical 
surgical shift work, 84, 4-12, COOKS I . vacancies. 
ELECTRIC IAN I.W.A. 
Rate, I opening. Must be 
certified. 
HEAD TECHNOLOGIST, 
1 opening, $1286 peT. month 
depending on experience. 
• Must beable to supervise lab 
staff, machine maintenance 
program and advise duty 
tom. 
SHOE REPAIR 1 
opening; $800.00 MO 
D.O.E.. Must be able to 
operate all standard 
equipment and machines 
involved in the trade. 
BABYSII'rER, various 
vacancies, ~.00 410.00 
day. Two letters of 
trance is required. 
STREETWORKER, 1 
opening, $138.00 per 
week. TO work with youth 
and community Uason. 
WAITER-WAITRESSES, 
various epenin@ at various 
wages. Should have ex- 
i~J'lmee serving of liquor. 
ACCOUNTANT, I opening, 
$1,200 per month depending 
en experience. Must be fully 
aperlesced and know how 
• • to do a full set of books, in- 
eluding a financial 
statement. 
12-8. 
ELECTRICIAN, I 
vacancy, I.W.A. rate. Must 
be certified. 
widow was promptly told 
where the body had been 
taken, the Los Angeles 
Herald-Examiner 
reported today.. 
$1,000 to $1,200.00D.O.E. James . Bacon, a 
Will be required to Hollywood reporter for 
manage kitchen and staff the newspaper, quoted a 
and to function as head source close to the 
cook-should be fully exp. Chaplin family as saying, 
in food costing and menu "The theft of Charlie's 
planning. Ibody from his grave is 
- Istrictly a matter of re- 
Iligion and nothing else. 
STATIONARYENGINEERI No ransom was 
tvacancies.  $,470.00 Idemanded and Lady 
permo. .Routine main- ~ 
tenanee care of steam 
plant (Maintenance of 
plant and lodge) 
CHILD CARE 
WORKER, vacancy, 
$138.00 per week, 
Requires a mature, child 
care duties supervision 
and care of children. 
STREETWORKER, 1 
vacancy, $138.00 per 
week, to work with youth 
and community liason. 
HAIRDRESSER, 1 
vacancy,,  commission, 
licensed experienced ap- 
plieants only. 
SAWFITTER. 1, vacant. 
$9.60 ½ hour uneertffied, 
$9,80 ½ hour certified. Must 
have minimum of one years 
experience arbide and land. 
()FFICE CLERK.,';, '1 
opening. $600.00 per 
month. Must have 40-45 
w.p.m, invoicing te lex  
must have cash ex- 
pereince to clear 
machine and take cash 
counts. 
AUTO MECHANICS, 
Various openings, $9.00 per 
hour up to ;~0,  depending 
on. exper.ience, various 
"~inss. Must be Journey 
REGISTERED NURSES 
2 openings. $7.90 per 
hour. Registered 
in Medical-Surgical shift 
work 8-4 4-12 12-8 
Chaplin's body stolen 
fn r  " " rel!glou ,  reasons ~ Ik .F  J I .  
--Charlie Chaplin's body Chaplin was told im- are no restrictions on who 
was stolen from its Swiss mediately where she ~an be buried at the 
grave last month not for could find the body." cemetery and that 
ransom but because he Bacon said he did "not several other Jews have 
was Jewish--and his know what Mrs. Chaplin been IJuried there. 
had done with the body. 
She could not be reached 
for comment, Franchise Bacon said his source 
said hon-Jewish families 9 
whose relatives.were Change 
buried in the cemetery at 
Corsier-Sur-Vevey op- 
posed the presence of 
Chaplin's body and 
removed it. Chaplin, who 
was born a Jew, died 
Christmas Day at age 88. 
But Fermand Volet, 
mayor of Corsier-Sur- 
Vevey. said today there 
Br ie fs  
HAS SORE 
SHOULDER 
ARLINGTON, Texas 
(AP) -- Don Gullett, New 
York Yankees' oft- 
injured left-hander, ap- 
parently has been 
scratched f rom 
Tuesday's scheduled 
start against Milwaukee 
Brewers because of a 
sore shoulder. 
LARRY SHERMAN 
SALES MANAGER 
27.oi'i 
See page 10 
~FL 
j~ ~"  
LEO DE JONG 
SALES 
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S MBER LODGE 
WEEKEND SPEOIAL! 
atthe 
SLUMBER LODGE MOTOR INN 
Prince Rupert 
(909 3rd Ave. W. ) 
Travelling to Prince Rupert for the Weekend? 
We have a "DEAL"  for you ! 
Two nights for the price of One. 
Reserve your well appointed 
.2 bedded (1 queen, 1 double) 
room for Friday and Saturday for the 
regular one day rate. 
Two people $30.00 plus tax 
Three $35.00 plus tax 
Four $39.00 plus tax 
Dining room and lounge 
Cable o colour TV 
Close to shopping 
For free reservation call any Slumber Lodge or 
Terrace- 635.6302 or Prince Rupert- 627.171 ! 
Please clip ad and present at registratioc, offer expires May 15,1978. 
RALPH TRELENBURG 
SALES 
GORDON HAMILTON 
SALES 
Province of British Columbia 
PUBLIC HEARING 
' ROYAL COMMiSSiONON 
ELECTORAL REFORM, 1978 
The following Public Heedngs wili be held by the Royal Commission 
on Bectoral Reform; 1978, in the Province of British , Columbia ap- 
pointed under authority of Order-In-Council82, approved January 12, 
1978, namely: 
PRINCE RUPERT ELECTORAL DISTRICT 
Prince Rupert-Court Room No. 2, Court House-Tuesday, April 25 at 3 pm. 
SKEENA ELECTORAL DISTRICT 
Terrace-Room No. 2, Terrace Hotel, 4551 Greig Avenue-Wednesday, April 26 
at 1pro. 
Smithers-Court Room, Provinc|al Government Building-Thursday, April 27 at 
9:30 am. 
The Commission will make inquiry into and concerning the need, if 
any, for amendment of the Constitution Act and the Provincial Elections 
Act in order: 
(a) to secure, by whatever edefinition of electoral districts is required, 
proper and effective representation of the people of all parts of the 
Province in the Legislative Assembly and that in formulating thp e 
recommendations to be contained in the report the Commissioner 
take into account where feasible historical and regional claims for 
representation, 
(b)to give consideration to .alternative n~ethods ,of voting to those 
presently used within the Province and elsewhere, 
(c) to give consideration to eligibility requirements= to voters in pro- 
vincial elections, and 
(d) to make inquiry into and concerning the desirablity to assembling 
suitable guidelines regarding the collection and exPenditure of 
funds by provincial political parties and by candidates in provincial 
elections, 
(e) to make inquiry into and concerning the desirability of an income tax 
deduction'related to contributionsto provincial political funds, and 
(f) to make inquiry into and concerning the need or advisability, if any, 
of proposing legislative provisions to prescribe requirements for 
the designation of political parties for the purposes of status in the - 
Legislative Assembly. 
All personsdesiring to be heard by the Commission at any of the afore- 
mentioned Hearings are requested to forthwith send to the Commission 
at the below noted address a letter of Intention to appear and stating 
the nature of their interest. 
Submissionsfor any of the above-mentioned Hearings should be de- 
livered to the Commission addressed as follows: 
Royal.Commission on Electoral Reform, 1978 
Box 11569, Vancouver Centre 
650 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, B.C. VGB 4N8 
If timeldoes not permit proper notification, please be available at the  
place of Hearing 30 minutes prior to scheduled Hearing time. 
For further information please contact the Office of the Royal Com- 
mission at 668-3011. ' 
By order of the Commission 
Judge L S. Eclmrdt 
Commissioner 
FRONTIER REOREATIONAL EQUIPMENT 
Motor Homes, Campers, 
Van Conversions, 
Trailers & Oanopy's 
'OK USED CARS' & TRUe,KS 
1977 Volare 
2dr, H.T., 6 oy!. auto, P.S,, P.B., 
under 10,000 miles, stil| under 
existing warranty 
$52§0" 
1976 GMO P,U, 
Sierra Classic 
454, A/C, Automatic, woodgrain siding, clean 
$5150" 
1976 Cutlass Supreme 
S/W, Loaded, A/C, P.W., 
Oruise, 4~5, V8 auto 
$6550 °°, 
( 
1977 Chevy Suburban 
4 wheel'drive, A/C 400, auto, cruise control, 
steel spore wheels, Siiverado Loaded 
$11500" 
1976 Maveriok, 
6 cy! auto, very clean, 
low mileage, 2dr. C.P. 
$3960 °° 
1974 Caprice Classic 
2dr. H.T., 454 auto, 
A/C, tilt wheel 
$36.95 oo 
J i  • m M cEwan 
Telephone 635.4941 
Dealer Licence Number 1492A Terrace, B.C. 
,',., 
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The Herald reserv-e~ the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings end to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, endto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
BOx replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless moiling 
Instructions are received. 
Those .answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must, be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
ppbllcatlon. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event o ~ an error 
• appearing in the ad- 
vertlsement as published 
shall be l imi ted ' to  the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
perflon of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and tl~at here shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights ACt 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color,, natlenallty, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condltlon Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per" 
..~sertlon, over 20 words $ 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertlons $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertlnn charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. • , 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorre~ ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
7S cents pick up. 
$1.2S mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request, 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate llne, 
Mlnlmum charge $5.00 .per 
insertion. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3,60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per llne per month. 
On a 4 month baals only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prlor to 
publlcatlon day. 
• CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prlor to 
publication day. 
Service charge of SS.OO on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
'WEDDING OESCRI P, 
TIONS: 
NO charge provided news 
submlffed within one month. 
Involved. . Sh.00 production charge for ~ .' ~weddlng and.or, engagement ':, pictures. News of Wecldlngs. 
"(wrlte-ups) r'ecelved ons 
Publ ished at  Terrace month or more after event 
• B.C. S days a week $10.o0 charge, wlth or 
without pldure. Subled to 
Monday to Fi'lday, at.- condensation. Payable In 
ternoons 
PUBLISHER 
Don Cromack 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
' NOUNCEMENTS': 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES Births . 5.$0 
Effective October I; Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
1977 Memorial Notices 5,50 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
ByCarrier year 3~.00 
By Mail  3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00; 
BOX 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVEI~Y 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
I .  
COMING EVENTS" 
The regular monthly 
meeting of the Skeena 
Progressive Conservative 
Women's Club will be held on 
Wednesday, April 19, at 1:00 
p.m. In the Terrace Little 
Theatre Building, 3626 
Kalum Street. 
For further Informatlen 
call 635.6764. 
Tickets are still avallabie for 
all :~ performances of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
5th and 6th at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre In Terrace, 
Tickets cost $8.00 
Reduced Price of $4 for 
children for Saturday 
Matinee Performance only. 
Write, encloolng a cheq0e for 
tickets, to the Terrace and 
District Arts Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. For more 
Information phone 635.2101. 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
play "Leaving Home" has 
been postponed to Saturday, 
May 13th aqd Sunday, May 
14th d~e*te minor produdlon 
setbacks. 
PHONE 635.6357 
C.lasslfled Advertising Dept. 
Alternative Energy En. 
thuslasts.  Solar; Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc.. Are you currently 
doslgnlng or experimenting 
with small.scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education 
Project Is setting up a 
Northern Network to 
facilitate development ol 
such systems. Pictures and 
prelect descriptions ' are 
needed for a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write 
Box 707, Terrace, B.C. (wthf 
to mayll) 
Northern Nelghbours, - a 
consumer oriented food co- 
op, will be holding their bl. 
monthly general meeting 
Wed. at 7:30 p.m. April 26. In 
the Senior Citizen Room at 
the Recreational Centre. 
Anyone Interested welcome. 
Herringbone, a one.act play 
by Tom Cone, directed by 
Merry Halsor, will be per. 
formed at the Terrace Llflle 
Theatre at 8 p.m. on Friday, 
April 21 and Saturday, April 
22, as Terrace's Little 
Theatre entry In the B.C. 
Drama Feetlvel. Admlselen 
$3.00 et the door or reserve 
through McColle Reel 
Estate. 
Herringbone, a one.act play 
by Tom Cone, directed by 
Merry Halsor, will be per. 
formed at the Terrace Little 
Theatre at 8 p.m. on Friday, 
April 21 end Saturday April 
22, as"Terrace's entry in the 
B.C. Drama Festival. Ad. 
mission $2.00 at the door or 
reserve through McColls 
Real Estate. 
The 13th Annual Arts and 
Crafts Show, featuring art; 
craft and hobby exhibits and 
sales will take place on April 
22, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
and on April 23, from 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m., In the Caledonia 
Senior Sei:ondary gym. 
B.C.O.A.P.O..,Annual F, alt RAPE'RELIEF For Sale: One second hand 
Bazaar. November lath & CRISIS LINE gasor propane clothes dryer 
1978. Arena Banquet Room FOR WOMEN $55.00 Call after 6 p.m. 635. 
CALL 635-7556 27-77 (p5-15) 
OR 
The Vancouver Playhouse, 635.7726 For Sale: 1 Sanyo Teleph, 1 
British. Columbia's malor (ctf) answering system Ilkenew, I 
professional theatre will adding machine, 1 good used 
present Joe Ortln's Weight Watchers meeting elec.trolux vacuum cleaner 
outregelous black comedy heldevery Tuesdeyat7 p.m, phone 635.6672 (p$.15) 
"Loot" on Wednesday May at the Knox United Church 
17atthe R.E.M. Lee Theatre Hall, 4907 Lazella Avenue. For Sale:' quantity of new 
Terrace at 8 p.m. "Loot" a r tires suitable for boat 
i, long running hit In London I ..... trailers, utllitytrallers, cars, and on Broadway Is a zany, OBITUARIES . . . .  etc. 13,', 14% 15" and 16" bizarre upside down comedy J , ~ sizes. Sales priced at $12.95 In a Mont~, Python vein. each. Terrace Esso Service 
Tlck~sareavallable In May TO ALL FRIENDS. Mr. 635.6753. (c3.13) 
at Terrace Sight and Sound Max Small a long time 
and Terrace Library. For resident of Terrace die(J ForSale:JoeyShackapprox. 
• further information call 635. suddenly Saturday April 15th 6'x30', insulated and wired. 
731S. "Loot" is a pad of in Canoe, B.C. Mrs. F. Best reasonable offer will be 
Kermode Theatre '78. Small. (p1-12) • accepted. Phone 635.2540 
before 2 or after 4. 
Kermode Theatre'78, the (Pll-20) 
14, BusINEss B.C. High School Drama 
• Festival will fake place in Utility• trailer for sale. 4x8 
the R.E.M. Lee TheatreMay PERSONAl.- Box. S200.00, view at 4523 
18.20 at 8 p,n. The melnetage TH'E HOBBY HUT "Scott or phone 638.1748. 
'Showcase' consists of award (P5-14) 
winning student plays Ceramic supplies & 
performed nightly for ad- Greenware, air brushing ,Jo 
38'WANTED MISC. ludlcetlon. Tickets available available, custom firing. In May from Terrace Sight 3936 McNeil St. 
and Sound and Terrace 635-9393 . 
Library. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. Wanted to Buy: Used parts 
Santo Cervello, mimest will Eledrlcal and Refrigeration for a 72 Datsun 1200 phone 
,perform "Metamorphlsls", contracting. 635-9413 (c3.13) 
May 18and 19 In the Veritas ; "House wiring. 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. lan Booth 63$-8876 Black and white portable 
" T.V,. for a reasonable price. 
willperform"Mark Twain In FULLER BRUSH Call 635.3642 after 6 p.m. or 
Person"May 18end 19 atthe Order now by phone. Phone anytime weekends. (stY) 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at or make an appointment. 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for both Marnle 635-9721. 
performances are available 
at the door at S1.00 per GOLDEN RULE. 
person. Theseperformances Odd'jobs for the Iobless. 
are presented in conjundlon Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
with Kermode Theatre '78. (ctf) See 
Join with K'shan Business P.M. PLASTICS 
and Profeeslonal Women's GEMINI EXCAVATING . for 
Club . In "A  Business LTD. CANOES 
Women's Spring" - -  Health. (Was Andreos) also 
Beauty-Fashion-Dinner Backhoe Work Fibreglass Matt-Roving 
Meeting.6:45 p.m. $4.50 at Hourly& Contract Cloth andRestn 
Glms's Restaurant. Wed. 635-3479anytime 3890 Muller St. 
nesd~y April 19. (A J12) Phone 635-6684 
(clmon.-1May) I,,.- Kltsumkalum Ski Hill are Open for Salvage Bid. 
holding their annual meeting LO ST 
April 20th, 7:30 "p.m. at • On an as i~; where IS basis, 
Coledonla Lecture.Thfatre. -1968 homemade 22' cruiser 
Films, reportsand elections, constructed of a cedar sflpe .; 
Small black female cat with " flbreglass hull and 
Action Auctlonl April 22, white spot under chin. Last mahogany cabin. 
Please forward your 
1978, 1 - 4 p.m., Verltas seen 3300 block[ of Thomas St. written blds to Brouwer and 
School Gym. 4836 Strauine. Reward offered. 638-1064 or 
Come and sea what's on the 635.2148 (c4-15) Co. 3238 Ks.lure Street, 
Terrace, B.C. or. phone 635. auction blockl Ev'erythlng 7173. (ctf) 
from.., household items to 32, BICYCLES,  i . . . . . . . .  
' building supplies...! - I J 19' Cabin cruiser, new Proceeds go toward Sacred MOTORCYCLES motor. Fishing C-license Heart Parish fund for the 
missions In Peru. You can For Crabs and Bottom fish. 
puthopelntosomeoneslifel OWNER MUST SELLI 1976 Plus Trailer. $5500.00 
Donations of articles CB400 Supersport. One of 40' Fishing boatnew still In 
wetcomesl Phone 635-680S. Honda's best handling mid., building stage 75 per cent 
slzeblke's. Alsofwohelm'ets finished. Asking $17,000 
and motor cyclp s'ult Phone 635-6700. 
(Belstaff) Plus complete (P3.13) 
tune.up kit. Only 3,000 20' Smoker Craft rlverbo'~t 
mllesl! Phone 635.3846 after trailer and motor. 842.5589 
5:30or phone 635.6357 duping R.R. No. 1 Klsplox Rd., Box 
INCHES AWAY CLUB day. Ask for Brad (stf) 
Meat every Tuesday n~ght at 39, Hazelton, B.C. (p5.12) 
Sin the Skeana Health Unit. Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
For more Information "phone 1000. In excellent condition. 
635.3747.or 635-3023. Phone 635-3855 or view at 
4404 Welsh Ave. (p20-may9) 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 1978~TS 125 Suzuki,trail bike For Rent: 2 bedroom house 
opening of a Land Ranger for sale. 400 miles and in on Bench by Vocational 
Company In the Th~'nhlll excellent condition. Asking School phone 635-,1453. (c3. 
area. Girls between the ages $500.00. Phone 638-1072 after 13) 
of 14 and 18 who are in. 6p.m. 
terested please call 635-3061 (fin) 
48, SUITES or 638.1269 (ctf) 
For Sale: A Moped. Fx . . . .  
MILLSMEMORIAL cellent condition. ' ~ FOR RENT 
THRIFTSHOP Reasonable price. 635.3731 
Mills Memorial Hospital after6 (c5.16) Clinton Manor 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donatlorls of good, clean 77.750 Honda K, sissy.bar,. Furnished or unfurnished 
clothing, any household helmuts, asking $2,000~ studio or 1 bedroom 
items, toys etc. for their phone 635-5638 (p5.16) . • apartments. Security 
THRIFT SHOP. enterphone. Sauna. 
For pickup service phone 635-9422 
• 635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 638-1032 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 49,  HOMES " 
Saturdays between 11:00 LOOKING FOR FUR- " 
a,m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank N!TURE? FOR SALE 
you. (nc) For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain For Sale: by owner, 3 
PARENTS IN CRISIS floor at FRED'S FUR. bedroom home on Davis 
Are you making your own NITURE LTD. Ave. Clossto downtown and 
life and your children's 4434 Lakelse Ave. schools, 1150 sq. ft., up and 
miserable? Do you con. Terrace 635.3630 
stantly yell at your children, SECOND FLOOR (CTF) down., fireplace,, large 
orhltthem, or flnd lt hard to _ rumpus room, 1V2 bath 
-upstairs, full bath down- 
control yoL, r angry feelings FOR SALE: stai~'s. 2 additional 
toward them? Full set (76) Britannica with bedrooms In basement. P.hC.'s goal Is fo help you 
childrens books, like new Fully landscaped .with become the loving con. $150. 
• garden area. Fenced yard. 
structlve parent you really 18' wood boat and trailer Carport. Phone to view 635. want to be. 
$500. 7628 (c5-12) 
All Inquires absolutely 70 Dodge318 motor $200. 
confidential. 70 Dodgetruck 4 speed $150. For Sale: Must sell. Make 
Phone Meryor John 635.4419 Realistic DX160 receiver an offerl 4607 Straume Ave. 
Jane 639.8302. $125. 2 bedroom hor~e with 2 
Whites.metal detector $100. additional bedrooms In 
. Baby Clinic every Tuesday 75 Moto~.l~i Cadet $300. basement. Fireplace, 
starting at 1:30 p.m., 69 Ski Dog Elan $350. . spacious dislne. Phone for 
• Thornhill Baby Clinic every 12'x44' Wlnsor Mobile home, appointment to view 635-~1760 
2nd and 4th' Friday at fl~" pertly furnished $5,500. 
Community Centrefroml.~3C Will con~lder offers phone 2 bedroom house on 4527 
• 4:00 p.m. 635.2516. (c5-13) Scott. Wall to wall carpets, 
• Adult Cllnlcs • Man. Wed. & natural gas heat. Priced for 
Frl.', from 3:00 - to 4:00 p.m. Top Quallty mlxed hey for quick sale as owner moving 
• V.O, Cllnlc.3:00p.m. every sale. Heavy bales ~47.3165 Asking $27,000 phone 635.3377 
~'~:)n, & Thurs. (c12t,w,th,mey4) (p6.13] 
WANTED TO RENT: 
Reliable family requires a 
large 2 bedroom or 3 
bedroom house Ira. 
mediately. Pho~, 635.9:51 
room 356 (ctf) 
Reliable couple needs a 2 
bedroom house. Terrace or 
surrounding areas. Have 
local ref. Handy at up keep 
and yard work phone 635- 
7973 (p5-15) 
"FOR SALE: 9V4 acres % 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek oh property. Power 
available. Road starter. 
Phone (after 6) 635.4094 (cff 
t&f) 
38 acres near Scaly Lake. 
South Hazelfon on Highway. 
Power, telephone, creek, 
spruce house logs, and saw 
timber. $19,000 Phone 842- 
5954 (p4-18) 
LOT FOR SALE: 2708 
Molitor, 62'x177' Asking 
$9,000 phone 635.2003 (ctf) 
Franchise 
Change 
See page 10 
3 and 5 acre parcels on Acreage for Sale In town by 
Woodland Park Subdivision owner. 2.3 acres.3 bedroom 
s14,000 ,~nd $1900. Two lots home. Basement finished, 
on!yleft. One with creek. JD Barn, landscaped. Asking 
Proctor, 490 A~derton Road, • $69,000 0 Phone early 
Comox, B.C. V9N 4B4 phone evenings at 635-3620. 
339.4736 (c$0-julyl) ' (CTF May S) 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
R E POSS ESSlONS 
We have a limited number of 12', 14', and 24' 
wlde In excellent condition. 
NO DOWN PAYMENT 
Purchase Includes delivery, set up and 
furniture. (On approved credit). 
If you qualify we will fly you In at our ex- 
pense. 
Hurryl - These won't lastl Call our credit 
manager collect at 
437-4311 
FOR.STAR , 
MOBILE HOMES 
~ - . : . . : : ; : : : :  
I 
FURNITURE FOR SALE 
NEW STOCK ARRIVING SOON AND ALL STOCK 
MUST GOI ! 
PRICES UP TO 50 percent OFF 
6pc. Chrome Suites from 
Sit and Sleep Units from 
3pc. Sectional Sofa from 
.ow,, Big "E" 
IN FIELDS STORE I,N KITIMAT 
$8936 
$139,9§ 
$690,96 
FURNITURE 
632-S7S7 
,,,:.( OVEY, • . . . . . .  ~ 0  , . . . .  
.SERVICE 
"181 |1 " B ~ ~ "  Custom Built to 
combine l ight  
.~.~1~,|~t,tlkl; s" weight  w i th  
I, max. hull 
' ; ,~"~ ~ ..... ~ :+: ' : "  strength 
Dealer Llcence Number 02013A MERCURY 
/, - YAMAHA .... '', . . . . . . .  
I]ANAVEHTURE ~, ,  ,,,i,~*~j 
DOLMAR ~+ -wt , ,  
(chain saws)  -~ l l J l l~ -7~J~"  '  
4946 Grelg 635.5929 . 
i I CARRIERS 
TED 
I 
. , . . ,  • • 
TERRACE 
AREA 
PHONE ...... 
636-6367 
Kofoed Or, 
and 
River Dr. 
area 
Queensway area 
DAILY HERALD 
, , J  
d 
• • L. [,:;:,:;~,:~, C~MF . . . . .  ,, , r,*;;"u ;.', ~ 'V~ . . . . . . .  77 /7~ 
t 
For Sale: By owner, 3 
Mdroom duplex dwelling. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double lot, landscaped, good 
k[P,.atlon. Low taxes. Phone 
635.3463 after six p.m. 
(CTF.Apr.28) 
Stationery Store for sale. 
Located In downtown 
Terrace. Replies to 5023 
MoRea Crescent. VSG 289. 
(C10.13) 
7,¸ i  • • , • 
AUTOMOBILES 
167.. 
•SERVICES 
75 super Bsotla, metallic 
groan with sunroof 28,000 
roll. l . Radio, new radials, 2 
winter spares. Excellent 
condition. Asking 83500. 
Phone 635-9635. 
(PS-14) 
Plymouth motor Sl.& 1971 
mech. speclah GT bls. 4 
door, 2 spd. auto Chev trans. 
67 70 Char, bll. for parts 
Good windshield. 638.1369. 
(PS-14) 
For Sale: Mason Rlsch 
Piano and bench 8800. 
• 1976 Mazda 808 low mileage. 
Factory made !/= ton truck 
canopy top t300 phone 635. 
2997 after 6 (c3-15) 
1969 Baracuda Convertable, 
i , new 383 meter, mags, holly 
cerb, new paint. Asking 
12800 or nearest offer. (stf) 
1977 Ford F.lSO, custom 4x4 
with canopy. 15,500 miles. 
Still 4 months, automatic, 
left on warranty. 88,000 or 
best offer. Call 638-1655 otter 
S. 
(Ps-14) 
1969 Beaumont 327, 3 speed 
auto, a steal at $750 phone 
635.3016 (ctf) 
MUST SELL: 1975 1~x64', 3 
bedroom Vista Villa Trailer. 
Very well Insulated, in ex. 
cellent condition. Including 
ioey shack and sklrlng, 
washer and dryer. Will 
move to location of your 
choice, phone 635.6940 (p10- 
12) 
1912 Monarch mobile home, 3 
bedrooms, frldge end dove 
Included. ' gx2S Ioey shack, 
asking price S7,000 phone 
6,15.3542 after S on weekdays. 
(c6.17) 
For Sole: 1973 12x60 trailer 
wlth 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. 
7697 after 4 (c20.mayl0) 
For Sale: 196~ (10x36) Im. 
parlal trailer. Caress fur- 
Dished and can be sold with 
or without Ioey shack. 
P?lced for quick sale. Phone 
635.7860. 
66. RECREATIONAL 
: ,  VEHICLES 
1975 Holiday Trailer for sale. 
Sleeps 6. 19V~', fully self. 
contained. Phone 635.5944 
after S (c5-13) 
1910 101/= foot Okenagen 
Camper Steve, oven, fur- 
nace, toilet, 'frldgo, lacks, 
good camping at S1600. 
Phone 635-9422. 
1971 8'6" Security Camper. 
Stove, pressurized water 
tank. Sleeps 4 adults. 4 
lacks Included S1~00 phone 
635.5573 (p3.14) 
( ~  PmvV¢e of 
II~bh Cokmtbbl 
Timber Sale 
Licorice A.10012 
SEALED TENDERS will 
be received by the District 
Forester at Prince Rupert, 
B.C., not later than 11 a.m. 
on Tuesday, Nkly 2, 1978, for 
the purchase of Llcenco A- 
10012, to cut 60,000 cubic feet 
of Cedar and trees of other 
species located NV2 of SW i/~ 
Lot 1876 Casalar. 
Two (2) years wi l l  he 
allowed for removal of 
timber. The puccessful 
tenderer win not be con. 
sldered es an established 
licensee for the purpose of 
applying for further timber 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained-Yield Unit." 
Particulars may be ob. 
talned from the District 
Forester, B.C. Forest Ser. 
vice, Market Place, Prlnco 
Rupert, B.C. VaJ 1B9 or the 
Forest Ranger,, Kltwanga, 
B.C. V0J 2,6,0. 
(r.2.7,12) 
Timber Sale 
License A.10034 
THERE will be offered for 
sale at public auction by the 
Forest Ranger at Kltwanp, 
B.C. , at 11:00 a.m. on 
Friday, May 5,'1976, the 
Licence A.tO034, to cu~ 
150,000 cubic feet of Hemlock 
and trees of other species, 
Balsam, Cedar and Spruce 
located East of D.L. &123, 
Vicinity of Legate Creak 
C.R. 5. 
One (1) years will be 
allowed for removal of 
timber. The successful 
Ministry 0f I 
Forllt l  I 
I LTO. / 
I Sand, gravel, relect crush I 
Igravel • for driveways] I Phone 635.5156 (C20-20) / 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part.time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our tralnlog; 
Write Fuller Brush Com- 
pany, C-O BOX 108, 809, 207 
West Hestlngo St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B IH7, or 
Mr. T. Dlamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5KI. 
(ctf) 
i • 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest ful ly Illustrated 
catalogue of marital aids for 
both ladles end gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. VGB 3X9. 
(ctt) 
FOR SAg'E: Prime com- 
mercial or residential 
property within Queen 
Charlotte City. Two acres 
cleared, creek, beautiful 
ocean view, frulttroos. Good 
soil. Phone 112.559-8320. 
Write Box 121, Queen 
Charlotte City, B.C. VOT lS0. 
FOR SATE: Lodge. Trailer 
Court - Nar lna ,  Babies 
Lake; year round business In 
'FOR 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
• In Thernhlll. Asklng $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contad Gerry Warren at 
Royai Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7117 (off) 
• hinderer will not be con-expanding area. Owner 
=:':sidereal;as an established 
SALE: 12x40 two licensee "for the pui'poee Of 
For Sale: 19/3 68'x12' Era- 
bossy Mobile Home on 
cement foundation on 
IO0'xlW lot. (corner lot) 
phone 635.4534 View any time 
3806 Gabble St. (I)5.15) 
applying for furlh~" timber 
within the Skemle Public 
Sustained.Yield Unit." 
Provided anyone who le 
unab)e to attend the auction 
In person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be opmted 
at the hour of auction and 
_ treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be oh. 
talned from the Distr ict  
Forester, Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VaJ 1B9 
or the Forest RangeP, Kit- 
wanga, B.C. VOJ 2A0. 
(2-12,17) 
635-2525 
- -PER;ONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS 
i INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
FOR SALE: Courier Model 
6723 EIIIoft table top ad. 
dressing machine In ex. 
cellent condition. Nechako 
Chronicle Ltd., BOX 440, 
Vanderhoof, 8.C. V0J 3A0. 
phone 112.567.4465. 
FOR SALE: Specialist 
Racord.Csssattea • Classical 
• music, poetry, drama and 
literature, 'Words to Hear" 
series, 1978 listings, French 
Canadian Folk songs, Old 
movie favourltes. State 
requirements to P.O. Box 
2490, Merrltt, B.C. V0K 2E0. 
C.O.D. 58c postage. Send no 
money with order. 
FOR SALE: 160 acres. 60 
hay, large hay shed; barn, 
deep well; two houses. On 
blacktop road. Taxes $89.00. 
$86,000. Terms. Phone 112. 
567-4357 or write Lathe 
ShaRd, Kennydam Road, 
Venderhoof, B.C. V0J 3A0. 
FOR SALE: 1975 Ford LT 
9000 with 1975 Can.Car 
aluminum box, 350 Cummins 
12513 transmission, SQHD 
38,000 reere. Write Norcan 
Contracting, R.R.2 Van. 
derhoof, B.C. VOJ 3A0. 
Phone 112..%7.9161. 
FOR SALE: MOVING TO 
Quosnel? 1973 Premier 
Mobile Homefor sale. Three 
bedrooms, like new. Has a 
dinlng room. Partly fur. 
nlshed. Asking $12,600 or 
best offer. Phone 747.2031, 
Goesneh 8.C. 
BUSINESS OF. 
PORTUNIT IES:  Sewing 
Centre established five years 
In Lake Cowlchan for sale. 
Has greet potential for 
alteratlonsand 
dressmaking. ~i  suitable 
for two female partners. 
Reply to Box 772, Lake 
Cowlchen, B.C. V0R 2G0. 
HELP WANTED: Sales 
Manager for Community 
newspaper. Fully ex. 
perlenced person with 
proven track record. OP" 
partunlty to buy Into one of 
Canada's fastest growing 
newapapara In affractlve, 
progressive community In 
rite Lower Mainland. Good 
darting salary with sub. 
stantlel commission. 
Permanent position, open to 
a men or a woman, Is to start 
June 15th. Write • BOx No. 
116, care of 808, 201 West 
Hasting St., Vancouver, B.C. 
V6B 1H7. 
FOR SALE: Gosling and 
expanding Into different duckllngsforeale. Goslings. 
venture. WrlteBox 1, Topley S3.S0end upl Ducldlngs $1.00 
Landing, ~ B.C. VOJ 2YO. and up. Phone Pitt .Meadows 
Phone t12.691-2313. 
- i  
BOATS AND MARINE: 
Superb Surfer 24' Sedan 
Cruiser, commend brldge 
end crew boat models. 
Factory to you saves $SS. 
Surfer Marine, 678 Anderton 
Road, Comox, B'C. V9N SBe. 
Phone 112.339-$733. (4-15) 
112.465-8355. 
FOR SALE: Fruit Trucking 
Business. Includes Tandem 
axle refrigerated truck with 
22" Insulated box, cardboard 
boxes, contacts, etc. Money 
fo be made. Phone 112.832. 
7779. Write Box 2349, Salmon 
Arm, B.C. VOE 2T0. 
The Northern 
Gardener 
A couple of tricks of the trade 
When ground Is dryenough to get on to work, the Ultimate 
goal should be a seed bed that will be kindest to the seeds that 
TAX 
aro going to go Into It. This means a surface worked down 
Into a fine filth, free o.f large lumps, roots, sticks and pieces of 
sod, yet not so fine that the frequent spring breezes will fake 
V I C E  It away In a cloud of dust. When you walk on the finished bed, SER your.welght should n~bury your boots a couple of lnches, 
. . . . . . .  regardless of whether you are a trim 150 pounds, or a well.fed 
250. If that happens, It needs some packing and perhaps you 
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY" 
e l  I I  " ' "  
4G03 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE BoC. 
' INDEPENDENT, SERVICE STATION 
• OR 
• GAS BAR OWNERS 
I SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP' 
, YOUR INDEPENDENCE'.. 
| If you are In or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
• business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
I. Independence In your operation 
~ . Many money saving programs Full line of related products 
:, 4:100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(oft.T) 
?! 
need a a diet, If 250 is youl (Sorry about that - couldn't 
resist.) RotoJillers are good'for preparing seed beds, but 
sometimes, on some soils, thay do tend to fluff up the ground 
and such a condition requires some packing before seeding. 
Your.essllestseedings will be Into a relatively cool soil. At 
that time there Is not very much available nitrogen In our 
soils. Notice I said "available:' nitrogen, If your soil has 
been well maintained and managed, there will be nitrogen In 
It, but lt won't become a#allable fore Ilttlewhlle. Thelength 
of time will depeed upon the season and how Ior~g the soil 
takes to warm. During this relatively short period, young~, 
sesdllngs may go short of nestled nitrogen. That Is wh) it L a 
good Idea to work In a light application of a nitrogen fertilizer 
with a rake when you prepare theeeed bed. Such nitrogen Is 
In a readily available form and gives young seedlings a real 
boost during e period when they would otherwise falter. A 
fertilizer mix known as 16.20.0 Is a good source because It 
also contains phosphate which helps to grow a good husky 
root system that will lead to development of husky.young 
plants. One or two pounds per thousand square.feet will do 
the lob. 
Unless you have done an extremely good lob of cleaning 
your soil of weeds over the years, you'll have weed seedlings 
coming up before and after you seed. Needless tO say, get rid 
of those that come up before seeding. That's a lead pipe 
cinch. Those that Come up eft(," you have done your saedlog 
can sometimes make ;/our planted rows hard to find. You 
can make them easier to pick out though, If you mix a few 
fast growing s~ds like turnip, or radish, with your seeds, to 
mark the rowG. Then, oncethe markers are up, you can hoe 
out the weeds between rows. Then'all you have to do Is hand 
weed within the rows. Just as easy as taking candy from e 
bebyl. Some bebyl 
Compliments of: 
UPLAHD NURSERY 
Kalurn Lake Drive 
635-2603 
/ 
PETS FOR SALE: FOR SALE: For Sale or 
Registered Canadian and Lease wlth option. Excellent 
American purebred pets. business on Mile 397, Alaska 
Most breeds available. Highway • Cote, Motel and 
Referral service for Service Station. Very good 
Canadian breeders, family operation phone 112. 
Canadian Souvlersavailable 880.6451. 
thls month, Phone Highland 
Pets, 112-826.2503. 
REAL ESTATE: Ready for 
the Pipeline. DOG grooming 
and boardlng business. 2.35 
acres; new 3 bedroom home 
- and barn. Will consider 
trade on Vancouver Island or 
the Interior. Box 5135, 
Whltehorse, Yukon Y1A 483. 
Phone (403) 633-2553. 
Franohise 
Ohange 
270  
See page 10 
3ritish Columb. 
st Products Lit 
on Bar Sawmi l l  DI, 
requires an 
A 
Industrial Electrician 
fred but hot essential./~ 
parlance with mild atah 
Ic, SCR drives, Rome cc 
log-scanner. 
}of pay Is $10.011/2 per h. 
col lect to Doug Dar 
(604) 867-9214 
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The odds against a hand at bridge having no card higher 
than a nine ere 1,027 to 1. 
Do it Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
• 25"I  36" 
12 sheets only- 3.76 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
concerning your 
future 
IPEOIIIL EIINNELIITIO SERVIOES 
Eaoh nilht exoept 
Salurday at T.30 p.m. 
EVBITONE WELO011E 
at -Ter race  Gospel Hall 
Scott  and Eby 
CANUCK 
e A CANADIAN COMPANY 
TRUCK 
RENTAL 
Crew C; b.,;. % Tons, 
1/2 Tons, Suburbans, 
Jimmies. onventional 
and 4 (4's. 
For rental information 
oontaet lerraoe Agent: 
Jim McEwan 
Telephone 6364941 
Dealer Lioenoe Number 1402A Terrace, D.O,' 
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Behind the scenes of Claude R yan's 
QUEBEC (CP) -- For 
newlyeleeted Quebec 
Liberal party leader 
Claude Ryan, "the great 
discovery of the cam- 
paign" was his wife 
Madeleine. for special praise in his "If he's going tolast in Catholique Canadienne. 
A tall woman with a victory speech Saturday this party it's important the main Catholic action 
shock of white hair night" at the Liberal that fron~ the start I know group, and the two 
combed straight back, leadership convention, the people he has to work worked together in 
Madeleine Ryan was sin- H.er conservative with." she said in an Catholic action and at the 
gled out by her husband clothes and almost- interview during the Canadian Institute for 
austere look contrasted campaign. Adult Education.. 
with the elegant French It is not the first time REACHED DECISION 
dresses and elaborate she has travelled through 
makeup of other Liberal Quebec making contacts 
wives in the Ryan camp, and recruiting members. 
but her easy smile and Twenty-five years ago, 
talkative nature im- she did the same thing, 
pressed party supporters, only not for the Liberal 
Originally Claude party, but as national 
Ryan's colleague at president of Jeunesse 
work, for 20 years his Independante Catholique 
partner in marriage, Feminine,' a young 
Madeleine Ryan has women's Catholic action 
taken on a new role as his group. 
companion i  politics.. It was in this activist 
CAMPAIGNED HARD lay religious group that 
Ever since her husband Madeleine Guay, second 
left his job as publisher of eldest of a family of 10 
Le Devoir in early children from St. Isidore 
January to run for. the. de Dorchester, south of 
leadership, Made|eine Quebec City, first met 
Ryan has been cr|ss- Claude Ryan. 
crossing the province on Ryan was national 
the campaign trail, secretary of ,Action 
independent life. I lind 
lived on my own before 
getting married.' I didn't 
pass from the rule of my 
parents to the rule of 
children." 
The Ryans sent the 
three.youngest of their 
Q 
marr ag e 
and Catholics. join 
together at a time when 
animosities are at their 
strongest• would simply 
exacerbate relations 
among them," Mrs. Ryan 
said• "The time is badly 
chosen." 6ov't..should plan 
three years ahead 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
government should bring 
down an annual white 
paper that sets out 
detailed spending plans 
three years ahead of 
time, says a paper 
prepared for the Rideau 
Public Policy Research 
Group Limited, a private 
institutinn. 
Bruce Doern, director 
of Carleton University's 
School of Public Ad. 
ministration, says the 
paper would serve as a 
focus for public scrutiny 
of proposed spending by 
the government. 
A white paper, 
published by the treasury 
board, might yield 
"useful results in im- 
proving public un- 
derstanding of. govern- 
ment," Doern says. 
The publication of a 
white paper should be 
accompanied by  the 
of it, he says. 
In the last two years, 
federal spending has 
become an issue of major 
concern both to the 
private sector and to 
governments. 
Federal authorities 
have been casting about 
for ways.to make inroads 
against an expansion of 
spending that has seen 
the federal outlay rise to 
abotJt $50 billion in 1978- 
79,nmore than four times 
the level when the 
Trudeau government 
took office a decade ago. 
LOSING CONTROL 
Auditor-General J.J. 
Macdonell said in his 
annual report to 
Parliament in 1976 that 
the government had lost, 
or was close to losing, 
control over its spending. 
Earlier, this month the 
government sought to 
improve its financial 
management procedures 
The story goes that 
Ryan. at 33. invited 
Madeleine Guay, then 32. 
to dinner at a Montreal 
restaurant and suggested 
that they consider 
marriage. Six months 
later, they became hus- 
band and wife. 
Mrs. Ryan says " I t 's  
more or less true--"But 
we" had already known 
each other for five years 
at work." 
"We knew each other 
much better than we 
would have by going to 
movies or dancing." 
Mrs. Ryan says there 
are .advantages to late ~ 
marriage. 
'*I had already had my 
five children to public D i f fe rences  on 
schools in their neigh- education policy are only 
borh0od of Outremont, one of the reasons why 
where at least half the Madeleine Rvan says she 
children are in private could never:vote for the 
seho01s: but Mrs: Ryan Parti Quebecois." 
disagrees with those in 
the Parti Quebecois who 
want to integrate private 
schools into the public 
system and cut off the~ir 
government grants. 
BADLY TIMED 
She also opposes the 
PQ's proposed unification 
of separate Catholic and 
Protestant school boards 
on the Island of Montreal 
into neutral boards. 
"To try to make 
anglophones and fran- 
cophones, Protestants 
*'I have always been in 
disagreement ~vithe the 
separation of the 
province." 
Her husband's new job 
will mean her resignation 
from the Pontifical 
Comrdission on Justice 
and Peace, a post she has 
held since last spring. 
HOUSEOF 
TRADITIONS 
Named by the Pope to 
the 24-member com- 
mission of lay and 
religious members of the 
: '.. fl" 
mittee on the budget and 
the 
committee could study 
the paper and invite 
briefs and testimony 
from business and labor 
groups, he adds. 
parliamentary debate on 
the white paper and the 
committee's 
Roman Catholic Church, 
Mrs. Ryan is the only 
Canadian now in the 
group, which last met in 
Rome in December. • 
Religion has con- 
siderable importance in 
the Ryan household, and 
Mrs. [ivan hopes this and 
other "family traditions 
will continue with as little 
disruption. 
But the life of a 
politician has already 
taken its toll on family 
privacy. She described 
the media s "intrusive." 
while yet =nother 
television crew traipsed 
through the modest li,,.~n 
fiat. 
And as she looked- 
around the living room, 
looking sadly in need of 
fresh paint, she re- 
marked: 
"I 'm neglecting the 
house.'l can see that the 
curtains could use some 
cleaning." 
$ to ,be made 
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PRIZES to be 
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TERRACE. B.C. 
catalytic onverters. Versailles, were the AMC °* 
Heading the very clean Matador, Triumph TR-8, / ( '  
category and ranking Pontiac Sunbird, Old- 
right behind the Volvo smobile Starfire, Mer- 
and Saab 99 was the Ford cury Zephyr, Mercury 
Fiesta, the best-ranking Bobcat, Ford Pinto, Ford ' 
U.S.-built car in terms of Mustang II and Ford ~" 
air pollution, Quinn said, Fairmont. "° 
MEETS STANDARDS A total of 72 cars~ W E  N E E D  Quinn called the Lin- ranked in the very clean 
coin Versailles, which category, while 170 were .~( 
came in at the bottom of in the cleafi range. . 
thelist, the dirtiest car in Twenty vehicles were o 
terms of air pollution. But listedin the acceptable ~ C A R R I E R S o  he noted that the car category, which was the $ '  
meets California's trict lowest ranking. 
anti-smogrequirements,. "If a car does not meet ~c~,. I N  K I T I M  T which are the tough st in our stan ards," Quinn 
the U.S. said, "we stop it f rom~ A ! 
Quinnnsaid the anti- being sold (in Call- 
smog device used by fornia)." . . . . . . . .  
Volvo made the car The boaras ranKm~ . 
almost four times cleaner were based on three , o 
maj°rp°llutantsemitted'~t LL US TODAY law. than required by state by automobiles--hydro- 
The Volvo has a base carbons ,  carbon  S O  C A  ' ' 
stickei" price of almost monoxide, and nitrogen ~ 
$7.000-while the Saab 99 oxides. . o 
O,F.P. oil spill 
hearing remanded :. IlJtME 
-- The 'federal fisheries night, but Richard o 
case against Canadian Munro, a company era-.~ SEND APPLICATION FORM 
Forest Products Ltd. ployee, said emergency ~,¢~ I ~ = = ~  
resulting from an oil spill action was not deemed 
last Sept. 14 at the necessary. '. 
company's Port Me.on, .e test f edthathed d ° OR PHONE COLLECT TO " 
B.C. pulp mill has been ' f i I TY  
re,handed to June 1 for not know that the heavy ~ 
judgment, bunker oil had make its , 
way intothemainsewer 0, TERRACEIK IT IMAT 
J,Pr°vincial court J u d g e s .  P, Johnson Friday of the plant and into the ([) PHONE 
gave the defence until waters of Howe Sound. 
May I to present writter Dr. Craig Walden, 
arguments in the case associate director of the o~ ~ DAILY HERALD AGE 
The company is B.C. Research Council, , 
charged with unlawfully t~stified that a series of 
depositing harmful experiments he con, d 632 3643 
substances in water,, ductedshowed theoilhad " - , 
frequented by fish. no lethal effects on fish. . 
However, Wilfred_-~ ~ (~V I~'/"~l"t Testimony revealed ~t=11 m 
Hevert, of Environment . ~ 1 ~  I -q i~n r~,~|  that a leak occurred in a ° 
pipe at the plant Sept. 14, Canada, testified that his ~l ~ 
Thepipe leaked for about experiments indicated [ll/llll, hl,,~bl, ..... , 
half an hour before it was that certain con- I~u~]~.tlUll I~/l. l l l , .L 
discovered and the oil centrations of'bunker C . " .~ ,A~~[ , ,  . . . .  
supply cut off. . oil killed at least 50 per .~ , /  . ~  "n~, /~ l~ lh l= ..... . • 
A report about he pipe. cent of the fish exposed to -z,...,-"'- , , - '~ -~ ' -~. .A  - - " ~  
was received the same. it after 96 hours. "" . ~-_ . 
creation of a by appointing a comp- ~ ~ ~  
troller-general at the par l iamentary com- ~i[ 
,t deputy minister level• f ~ ~ - . . - ~  ~ [ ~ ~ - ' - ' ~ - . .  
economy• The And in February, the . ,d~l~~~--~" -~ ~ 
tte  premiers of the provinces l~ :~ j~ i~.~, ,~,  d ,, 
iper and Prime Minister ~ ~9~i :~ ..... - 
l mony Trudeau agreed that ~ ~ '  L 
i  m trends in government o 
spending growth should o K ~. ,  
There should be a full be held, on average, to T ~ , ' 
Miamentary  ite less than the growth rate , ~ ,~ 
e IL of the economy as a ~ ~ .  
Swedish autos . o . ,  ¢- 
U S c leanest  , 
- -Two '  ~wemsn-built sold for an • average 
cars--the four-cyhnder ~00O . . . .  The eiaht, -cflmd~rv" = o 
Volvo and the Saab 99-- Versailles has a base ~. 
nave . . . .  oeen nameu oy the sticker nrice of mor_a _h__.t an o. 
Callforma Air Resources $12,000. The Fiesta has a "~ 
Board as the cleanest-base sticker n"  f L J  ~ . r .  ~.~!ii;ii 
• . ,~r,ce O.o ~ ~. ] r~r_ ,  ii£:i::=:~ 2 .......... 2ii,~i~;~:: 
UnitedrUnnmgstates.ears sold in. the. aboUtRountl, ing$3.800, out the i~u :~ • " ' ' " ' • "  ~' ' /  . . . . . . . . .  . .  i 
Tne ratings were nasefl o '.~ n lfl t, lo~na=# " _ • . b ard_ to=.. . . . . . . . . .  "_'-~"~ ~ ~ ~ r~ o 'k'NI on polluilon tests done m_  . cars were th ^  ' r~  xuyut- . . . . .  ,~t ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
1977 on 7,268 cars, noara Celica Toyota eo,.on~ o 
chairman Tom Quinn told ~ ' ~. ~ ~ .t~ . .. Dodoe Omm,  Pl.,mo .... .~ 
a . news conference Horizon, Volkswagen ~,,¢~ 
Saturoay. . . Dasher, Datsun 20OSX ,~ 
ne said the two top- and Datsun 510 *' 
rated cars, which were' . "  
the only cars in the LISTS 'DIRTIEST' 
outstanding category, The 10 dirtiest cars,.in ~o 
both have three-way addition to the Lincoln ' 
* " ( r ' ' r [ : " = [ ~ " ' - -  . . . . . .  77/710 , " .  
! 
A /  ~ Bristle 59 Wingilke 10 Smooth 
1 Draw breath ~ Freeze DOWN 11Snares 
~ y 41Celebes ox 1 Bdtlsh 16 Gazelle 
S tl Verelgris umbrella 20 Distance: 
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[ k,l,o LAKELSE PHARMAOY 
4 71~GL~ft d are, .Easter Can d y, Cards a,, d prc, t$,3,§p:; 25' 
prescr ip t ion  8ermces " , .  
8g6J0e i t  ~Sacrificisl Z Indian comb. form 
IZ SOviet f iver place nurse ~ Birthmark 4 
s0 V~noun~ ~ Cert~ =-do~ the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN. . s ,  Start. Lee and  John  nomi ta  ~ m . .  
(abbr.) 54Similar $ThaJ ~Humm~* ~ - I AIZY WA/.~, SPZ~E/~'-MAM LO.';ES I I .~TO.° TH~M / MY-~TERIO WASN'T ~.~f..RIPI"~ THIS IS |  ~ ~] "/OIJ'~e F:ILMING'" 
| '  Bathe '  .5S .e -  innguage btrd I .~  I ~ ~  ~v~;~r~.~N`~m.eAt~N~s~r~r~.~,m~,~.~"~TH`"~'~u~v`~*\\~`~m°~"!~ 
l League l 6 Total ~ Near the z r~ere WA~ ~ • " .=.,  . rlndividua 
k~l~"  , / ~  I Y II ,' '" ~ IT isN' t  ~1/ ~=.~ ~lJ~-..,I .---'~-~-,---~:li~ " ~-  
~ver  ~ l n Greek letter ' - - - - -  Frances  Drak~ ~ l l 
II Be~ mup " 38 Human 
~ m~ e l ~ lubricant What kind of day will SCORPIO mm ~,  
~ ~ ~ l ~ 4~l~owe~r tomorrow be? To find outwhat (Oct. 24toNov. 22)"v~',~,~ 
Ctetest the stars ay, read the forecast Keep on your ovm course. 
=Vo~l given for your birth Sign. Fend off the skeptics and the ~ \ ' ~ J ~ l ~ ½ ~  r -~ I] ~.. IK,.~'t-~., I~11~ /~  ~-g~. -~\~ 
~"~k~ "STI F:I=-" " '~t ' -01 -~-  " AI T u?~? ' ~: ~G~eby.~et. l worry birds. Don't make l~/~Ty'...~'~.... \\Xq~--------l"'l I~~~< ~'~- :~ l~ 
11"1'~"1 I I= ' " I~ ' ITn 'T ' I~ I I= IT '  • raege~°~ , AR  II1~-~ • M ~ ' ~  changes just because someone 
33Egp . (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) I d " - ,~  suggests them. Have a logical 
34-qm'.over " D E F L E C T t O N ~ Among A fine day for hurdling ob- reason. ." 
" ~V[elM~IseSe . _AUNT OY~TE_R 4/~kelnLtw~ stacles which may have SA(M'I'I'ARDUS ~,~ 
festival t~,t<,. , tt lSIUi l~itnoi l~i~iOI gSita ofthe stymied you in the past; for (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) '~ ,~,-yr- 
skirting impasses and l u n - A day in which to.emphasl.ze SSMIur .  ~ TaJ l~ihal 
(slang) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~"~ tSBaI~ desirable situations. A good yourfinesse;fordoingthingsm 
37 t~ddp " 4-8 St Snlulation friend may help you. such an unusual way that others 
Answer to ycsterday'$pmnde. 53 Grain - -  will not only approve, but look 
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CRYPTOQUIP ' 4-8 
r 
~nc DE I~GACEB A I J  FE JK -  
' LDKKIKC LE I I  MGG C MHG 
IGABCEFGF 
. yestorday,s Cryptoqulp--PASTORAL S(~,NE NTICF-q OLD 
I~ND~APE ARTIST. 
: ©two x~8 ~ s~uam, u~ 
' Teday'e ~'yp/oq~ ehle: Hequais C
~lse Cryptuqulp is a simple sul-titution ~ in whl~ _each.. 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals o, - 
will equal O throu~ut the puzzle. Single. letters, hort words, 
i and words usina n apom~phe csn give you clues to locatl~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and er rs .  
DOONESBUR~ 
Let Your Guests  
Decide the Gift 
i By  Ab iga i l  Van  Buren  
. ":D 1978byC.Adc~oTrlbune'N,Y. NewsSyf ld , . l~.  " . . /" 
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I recently moved here 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ forward to year next move. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
• Many fields of endeavor are (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
favored by generous Venus 
influences. Capitalize on yo~ Take everything into account 
fine creative talents, your before you begin the day. Oh- 
magnetic personality, serve outside influences, 
trends. Do not change plans if 
GEMINI I I  you logically should not. 
(May 22 to June 21) AQUARIUS ~,~ 
A day in which to capitslize on (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
your versatility and progressive Auspicious influences now 
~ .  The big jobs may be stimulate your imagination arid 
easier for you to handle than the creative talents: Progress and 
:tedloas chores. Patience! enduring reward indicated 
CANCER ~£. , ,~  through properly channeled 
(June 22 to July 23) ~ efforts. . - 
Emphasize your clear. PISCES "~L~¢ 
thinking and your lmmte us- (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) " "~:~ 
derstanding and tolerance of Avoid impulsiveness. There's 
l others, Thus will you achieve such a tendency now and it 
the cooperation f associates in could lead you into errors, so be 
bringing about mutual aims. careful • . 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
(July 24 to A~. 23) - -  endowed with a. fine mind and 
~ome unprecedented'moves your quest for~ knowledge is 
or unusual propositions unceasing.- You are 
peasihle. Study all situations imaginative, persevering and 
carefully so that you can cope extrtmely ambitious; would 
efficiently, f make an outstanding salesman 
and can promote your wares in VIRC~ I1~_~ a way that makes them 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) irresistible. In fact, your 
Mixed influences. Choose 
prudently what must be as- business acumen isone of your 
complishedfirst, and what must greatest assets and, whether 
be completely deleted from you choose industry, commerce 
your schedule. Press for new or an artistic prof~sinn as a 
advances, career- you are bound to make 
it pay. You are inventive, too, 
LIBRA . J f l t .~  especially in the field of 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) gadgetry. Other areas uited to 
Concentrate on substantial your talents: education, 
and pertinent matters. Avoid literature, the law and the 
activities which interfere with stage. ,¢Traita to curb: ira- 
obligations. A good idea frond an pulsiv&qess obstinacy, easy loss 
" d source could prove of temper. Birthdata of: Jayne 
helpful. Mausfleld,' fil~ actress. 
~. Sign this...your loving fan, . 
NANETTE FABRAY 
DENTIAL TO " I-IELP ME IN.SAVANNAH": 
said: " [ 'be  .secret o being tiresome is to tell 
g." Wise man,' Voltaire. 
ABBY: My husband has five children from a 
marriage. Some of them aremarr ied,  with 
. . . . . .  .~f their own, and some still live with their mother. 
I am responsible for buying, wrapping'and sending all 
the gifts for their birthdays,'Christmes, etc.(He pays for 
them, and I must say he is not cheap.). 
.• The' problem: I am filled up to the gills with his 
ungrateful eidldren, who never bother calling him to say, 
"~hank you," "Kiss my foot." or' anything else. For all we 
know, the gifts weren't evep received. I know he's hurt, 
but he .insists on sending them presents year after year for 
every occasion. 
. Should I continue to buy for my husband's children, 
should I tell him to do it, or should I buy tbe'm all a book on 
manners? TIREI) OF iT 
DEAR TIRED: I agree, your husband is foolish to 
from another state, and quite by accident we learned that continue sending ifts to Ingrates, and I don't blame you 
my huahand has a niece in a private institution within half for belldng. Bet look at it this way--you are doing It for 
, ,I ,, 
an hour s drWe from our house. (Ill csll ride niece Nellie.. ] l h ~ ,  not them. 
', Naturally we went to visit Nellie.at once; after ~vldch we: ' " L II 
phoned bar mother (my husband's eldest sister) to tog  her~' DEARABBY: I am am9-year~ld girl and I have a crush 
we had Seeif her daughter. '~ :'~ on a 10~year-old boy. Almost all the girls like him, but he 
Nellie's rd0ther objected strenuously to our visiting' doesn't like girls. He doesn't even know they are girls. He 
Nellie. She said the girl has been a "hopeless vegetable" thinks girls are just people. ." ,.. 
since birth (she is now 28 years'old) and it would have been, I talked to my teacher about his and she said boys are 
niqch bettor had we left the family skeleton in the closet 
Where it belonged instead of digging it upl (We ignored her like that. ". , 
Wishes and continued to visit Nellie.)" , How should I act in front of him? 'I really want him to' 
: Abby, in the few months we've been visiting her, she has notice me. ' ' SERIOUS IN CHICAGO 
learned to recognize us and seems o happy to see us. The . : 
. head doctor there told us that Nellie has improved DEAR SERIOUS: Pretend that you don't notice,him. 
physically since we've been giving her our love and And when he realizes that you aren't notidng HIM, he will 
attention. He has even let us take her home on Sundays. wonder why, and will probably begin to ootiee you. Boys 
'The problem is Nellie's mother. She has asked us to stay 
away from her daughter. She pays for her support but are like that. l 
hasnt visited her encel • . . . . 
CATF ISH 
TH~ WXT, ARD OF ID by Brmnt  park .mr  ud  Jo lumy hmrt  
AKM.  I 
W~ "rip A F~W, l 1 1"0 Aupa"n~ ~ I ~ ~ ~'  ~l~ 
• 
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i bwum , . . . - , .  ! 
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1 r ~'~l~ You ~ aSovT- 
I ,I'~F_. AR~NI61  " T'HAT~ ~U~NIN~ 
J ~ z :Z~N c .AVEG. . .F  
I . _ _u  • . 
/ 
M4Y I HA~ )~l~ ~TIE~rlION, 
P~.gl l~l TA~lm O~, 8#r ~ 
t3¢~W TO ~ A lmT~ lAT~/, / . ,  
H ~'"  t ~t~l  f~,l.SW/~l 
HlSY. . i_  
by ~ohuny 
t;Pt~' #ffH / 
~;/t;tYt~ S#HX: 
i Should we continue'seeing Nellie in spite of her mother's DEAR ABBY: May I speak on behalf of a group of 
objections? 'people who sometimes have difficulty speaking for 
• ' ' ~ themselves? The group I'm~speaking of (and for) is usually DEAR TOO: The problem of sexual fulfillment can be 
• • w~n~r ,  sensitive, shy, insecure and gentle. Their problem? They . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . .  " 'compared to world hunger, Although there's no,shortage 
. a e QUIET, They supply find a dffhcult o speak up in a of food, much of the world's population'Is near starvation. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  = . . . .  see on . . . .  sod resultln- crowd or to make small talk :, DEAlt WUNU~n~U: z can ~v S g I j'ust returned from a class' I 3omed' " as art' of' my There's, plenty of supply and demand-it's the dlstrlbutlan 
from your visits, and I would contisue to give Nellie as continuin-b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,P., . . that s fouled up. . 
• " . . . . . .  ou ssib]- san g u~ue m overcome cnls p ron lom wnue In class, 
• mum rove aria actenuon as y po y . someone embarrassed me by saying, "Gee/you're quiet1" I ' ' / 
- - - - '  - - - - -  . . . .  u__~ . . . . . .  !...,~^a v ,s.~.~ ~, am aware of that fact, and commenting onit publicly is just :DI~,AR.AUU¥ , My nu~uu,u ,~m~,~, us . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~ r " " ,,. DEARABBY:Iamhiwinganaffairwitl~'amarriedman . ' . as' ude as saying to someone, Gee, you talk a loft 
would have been. nice If the doctor, who had taken care of Abby, please ten . . . . .  your readers that tnany quiet people I am really in love with. {I'm 27 and he's 48J We have been 
him daring his dlness had sent some kind of condolence hay- ~ " . . . . . . . . . . . .  out in public together, and have even gone to some parties • ' . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  e ~ "~ "~ e ueepzyrootea promems tnat may are trying nard to message, son t you ur son t aoecors neuev m enact overcome If eole reall - - where he knew we'd runinto some of his friends, (Once we 
~' ' WONDERING • p, ~p y want to help a quiet person, even ran into hie wife e~d neither seemed embarrassedl) 
: • they should ask hlm a question, thus giving him a chance to We've been going together for over a year, and have 
- -"- . . . . . . . . . . . .  i a" was nl a atlent talk But never make an issue of ~is quietness ,DEARWONDI~UWlU: u~ne pa~ e ~ o y p , ' " SUFFERING ' L even spent weekends together, so I finally got up the 
all the doctor sends Is his bill, If the patient hM been a (QUIET Y) courage to ask him why he was having this affair. He told 
' L personal frlend~ the doctor would send his condolences -- . . . . . . . . . .  - ' " me that he and his wife have.an "open mbrriage"-a totally 
. IJl~Alt ~UFFERING: Thanks for taking the time and honest arrangement i  which th'ey agreed that if either one 
aadabi l l ,  . i trouble to speak out for the quiet ones, , : . .~ ' wants to sleep with someone he,. it s okay. That way 
• DEAR ABBY: AS for making donations to a charity in CONFIDENTIAL TO TAMMY IN TORONTO: No 
the name of in|ends, I'm with you. matter what your past has been, you have a spotless 
'Last September I had my fourth surgery in my right future, " . . . .  
ebr, which.restored my hearing, end for.the first time in DEAR ABBY: Boy, do I ever have a solution for'the lady 
my Hie I.do.not have to wear a hearing aid, In October I
had a serious accident involving tan elephant and  was signed CRAVING AFFECTION, ", 
MY husband is ready to jump into bec~ at the drop of a 
nearly k~bd, : " ' /  . . . . .  ' hat~ a raindrop or a snowflake. 
At Chrietmastime I felt that a beautiful way to celebrate I love my l~ueband very much, but 'after doing my 
my happiness/in the miracle of my new perfect hearing, 
and in gratitude for still being alive, would be to. make housework, taking care of five kids, running my errands 
donations to the Ear Research Institute in Los Angelee. and helping my ixHawe, I'm exhausted' by 9 p.m. 
This I did in the name of my friends in order to give new .Not my husbandl He is read~ for a night of cuddling-and 
hearing to those• who could not have afforded it'~ loving, ( I  like the cuddling-its the LOVING that wears 
me out.) 
Tell CRAVING AFFECTION that I would gladly change lq~l~/~l  
places with her, or send her.my husband. 
TOO TIRED 
there's no lying and nobody, is hurt. 
He tells me he loves me and "needs" me and doesn't 
want to stop seeing me because I'm everything hie wife has / 
never been to him. ~ 
I!m confused. If he's being honest with me, why doesn't 
he get a divorce and marry me? ' , 
' ,  " CONFUSED 
'DEAR CONFUSED: Because he and hle wife prefer to ~*'~'~ ....... '"'~"*~ ..... 
stay marr ied.  He Is being, completely honest  wi th  you.  He 
has made it clear that you "fill a need" for the present. So If 
you're angling for a wedding ring, you'ret he~suckar, 
by Garry Trudeau 
[A~/ .  ASKH/M N~nAI~ 
/T gl~P ~ -  
P.A/N~/~[ /[=m~? 
> 
~/tr, 
"l didn't,c.II you e 'shrimp'. I wld, 'Can I g~t' you 
anything to DRINK?'." 
" ,4  . . . . . . . .  
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Yorshire Ripper- Britain's oostliekt 
The case of the Yorkshire Leeds, Bradford, and and newspapers have put Jack the Ripper, who 
Ripper, the elusive slayer Huddersfield. where one up a $20,000 reward in the mutilated six East 
of seven street.waikers in prostitute has taken to hope of turning uP a London Prostitutes in the l I N K  the grimy industrial carrying an axe in her break in the case. t880s. . G O R D O N  
towns of northern Eng- handbag asa precaution. Police have .visited 
land, has become the nald,  was a Leeds 16,000 homes, checked ' The Yorkshire killings 
costliest murder in- shopgirl murdered last 120,000 vehicles and taken began in October, 1975, 
vestigation in British June when she took a mo~'e than 11,000 with the murder of Wtlma ANI) 
history, short cut through ,statements in the course McCann, a 28-year-old " 
Investigators have Chapeltown, the city's of their inquiries, but .prostitute in Leeds. 
spentat ieast $2.7 million red lightdistrict. Some of the officers Fiveofthe Ripper;ssix ANDERSON 
in their 2%year hunt for POST REWARD who have sought the victims since then have HARDWAI~E STORES 
the Ripper, who has cast "Why can't they catch Ripper for more than two been prostitutes--all • • 
an uneasy pall over red the Ripper?" asked the years are beginning to viciously slashed about 
li~zht districts in the London Daily Express. fear that he willnever be the head. I Y~)rkshire towns of Yorkshire businessmen found--like the original 
Purohaser'sinterestingoase / T V GUIDE i 
-- A $75,000 prototype j t Pratt and Whitney Air- was not amused an'd filed 
engine is back home io craft of Canada. a su.it seeking its return. F ranoh i~e i i ' 
Canada after an unusual, Dexter found the Officials say that when 
five-month visit in Ver. 
mont that ended with the 
engine's capture on a 
backroad. 
Police said Saturday it 
all began last fall when 
Thomas Dexter of 
Highgate Springs bought 
a supposedly empty 
metal container from 
engine inside the con- 
tainer. 
He decided' to keep the 
400-pound engine, and 
asked the U.S. Customs 
Service to conduct an 
appraisal so he could pay 
the required uty. 
Pratt and Whitney, 
which uses the engine for 
demonstration purposes, 
Dexter failed to comply 
with a judge's order to 
return the jet" engine, 
sheriff's deputies went 
searching for it. 
They found it last week 
in the back hills of nor- 
thern Vermont " and 
turned it over to Pratt 
and Whitney.. 
I I 
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
I 
SKEENA VALLEY , T O O V E Y  • 
RENTALS,,,. SEItVlCE 
• CANAVENTURE Most Anything-Most Anytime For MEROURY M e  n . n n  YAMAHA 
CONTRACTORS'INDUSTRY'INDIVIDUALS (outboard UluImmIIlUl ' 
' Hours :  Man. - Sat .  9.6 . motors)  (chain saws) 
£* J l=  " IA t l  "Y 4946 Grelg Avenue • Hours: MOn.- Set. 9-6 .. 
• • Dealer Llcence = IBOU' Iml I I  I . Phone635-7417 , 4946 grog Number mm3A 635 6929 
e 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and 
accessories in stock NOW= 
~ ~ "  . ~ .~ 
• ,' ' ~.~ 
Terrace Equipment.Sales Ltd. 
4539 Greig - 635-6384 
Dealer No. 01249A SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCE[ 
Dave 
~ .... ' Broussea.u, 
Oon,r .o , , . .  
Rereeflng Special(st 
FREE ESTIMATES 
Call evenings 635-4600 
FACIALS PEDICURE 
HAIRCONDIT IONING MANICURE 
STYLING , HOTWAX OEPILATION 
(,NO CUTTI NG) 
No.12.3624 Kalum St. Phone 635-47p8 
(Sunnyhill Trai ler  Park) 
~ne and try our excelient 
elections of 
m ported meats, q 
cheeses and 
delicacies. 
P~ 
/~ . , 
~, ~ - A e e  JRb'e PreCeett~ 
II.~ " ,~-~.  
J Norihland goli I GLENN CARSON 
)1  3092 HWY. 16EAST, WALLY  LEFEBVRE (1978) Lid, ,< :  TERRACE 6.C. ;" 
....... VSG 3N5' . ' PHONE (604) 635-3863 
I 
TERRACE ANSWERiNG BUREAU - Satellite Vinyl 
638-8195 
Custom Furniture. Auto & Marine Upholstery - Vinyl 
ANSWERING + Repair - Van Conversion Accessories- R.V. Supplies -' 
Boattopplng & Hardware - Vinyl Car Tops - 
PAGING OR Headliners- Tonneao Covei's • Auto Carpet - V.W. Seats 
recovered in original color and material, front & back 
MONITORING $225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather - Complete 
SERVICES Corvetter supplies. 
24 HOUR SERVICE Antiq'ue Auto Restsration 
R.R. 2 Johns Road 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 Phone 635-4348 ' 
~ \ FOR A PHOTO THAT Telex 047-85566 , ~  (604)635-7163 
'~ '~ ~ SPARKS A MEMORY ,,~, J-J" 
,, ~ ~ SEE KEN AT: , ' md~lha.~s~oeiates t . -  + /  McElhanney. 
~~~+'~' i I  .~ +#+'~ .Consulting Olvi, Engineer, 
~Y k~ ~' .~ ' I  i-4621 Lakelse Br,tnsh Oolumbia Land Survoyors ; 
~ / Phone 638.1464 205.4630 Lazelle Ave ,  Terrace, B.C, 
CLOSED MONDAY Canada VSG !S6 
/ 
/ 
• / , j ,  J "  
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
All listings subject to change without notice, 
msmmmmgmmnenugmmmunemsmmmmmmmnummmnummmummuunmnmmmunmnnmmnunmmnnm 
Tuesday, April 18 5 p.m. to midnight 
I KING ! CFTK 2 (NBC) 3 (CBr') 
i 
' 5  i~  The Newlywed Fllntstones 
Game Flintstones 
News Mary Tyler 
~45 News • Moore 
:00 News Hourglass 
:!5 iNews Hourglass 
:30 News Hourglass 
: 45 News I Hoor~'.s+ 
• ~ :00 Seattle l The • 
, • :15 Tonight | Muppets 
/ :30 Name That I Skeena' 
I .'45 T u n e ~ ~ _ _  
':00 .Amer.lcans I Happy 
: 15 American I Days ' 
f~  :30 Americans J Rene Slmard 
IO '  :45 Americans I Show 
41% :oo iT  he Big Event J Three's 
U :15 J "Holocaust" Part I Company 
' - j J  :30 J two. J The Fifth 
V :45 J Cent . J Estate 
4 A :00 I cont I Barney 
g • g :is I Cont ! Miller 
I I I :30 I Cont | Cont 
==" V :45 J Cone . I Cont - . .  
4 I l l  :00 J News J The National 
i i + :15 | News j Night Final 
n u :30 J Tonight i 9OMInutes 
• " " "  :45 |Show J Uve 
'9 A :00 I Tonight | 90Minutes 
U - J  :15 J Show I Live 
i U .  :30 | Tonight | 90Minutes 
• " Ilm :45 J Show J Uve 
Wednesday, April 19  
d k :00 Wheel of Western 
n n :15 Fortune Schools 
| I :30 Knockout Mr. 
I • :45 Knockout Dressup 
,cuD, 
The Least . Street 
The Gong Sesame 
B , I ':45 Show street 
Hollywood I Dream 
i~ Squares of Jeannle 
Days of Ryan's 
I I 145 IOur Lives hope 
i~00 Days of Bob Mclean 
CXir Llves Show 
The Bob McLean 
145 Doctors Shnw 
. Another Hollywood 
i~  World Squares 
+Another High 
World ' Hopes 
• ) 11 ~ Movie Take 
ul "Mozambique" Thirty 
Cont Homema¢le 
14£ Cont TV 
:00 cont , FIIntstones 
:~ •Cont FIIntstnnes 
::~ Cont 
, BCl~V 9 KCTS 
(CT'V) (PB5) 
! u 
Emergency Mister 
Emergency Rogers 
The Gong Electric 
• Show + Company 
m 
Ne~vs Feeling 
Hour I Free 
News J Over 
Hour Easy 
Star on I Me(Nell 
Ice J Lehror 
Search and I Newsmakers 
Rescue ~ 
Man from J I Sought 
• Atlsntls I My Brother 
Man from J I Sought 
Atlantis . I My Brother , 
i~unny I I Sought 
Farm " J My Brother 
Soap J The Two 
Soap i Ronnles , 
Lou Grant I Sounder s 
Show I Soccer 
Lou Grant I Sounder's 
Show I Soccer 
CTV News- | Dick Cavett 
News J Show 
Hour Final I Book 
The Late Show I Beat 
"Caesar andl Sign Off - 1 
Cleopatra" I 
Cont , I ' 
Cont J 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Jean Cannem Electric 
Show . . . .  company l 
ue.nmon Bread and 
(~ont Butterflies 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Matinee 
"Death Take a 
Holiday" 
Font 
Cnnt 
Another 
World 
Another 
World 
Alan Ha•el 
Show 
Alan Hamel 
Show 
The Lucy 
Show 
"Emergency . + 
Cover to 
Cover 
Over 
Easy 
Eledrlc 
Company 
~Anlmals and 
Such 
About 
~ fety Is ' 
for Music 
Stories of 
Amlerca 
Making 
Music. 
The 
Originals 
Old F rds, 
New Frds. 
Sesame 
Street 
sesame 
Cont . E m er_e[~_c Street 
i n  in  I i i i  I i i i i i  I I I i  f lU  nml ln  i i  n l l n i i i  I I I i  l lU l ln  Im U ln l l l l  l l l l  W i l l  BE  J i l l |  l i m b  BE  m 
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+6ordon and Anderson Lid' 
Store Hours: , 
Tues,-Sat, 9a,m,-5:3Op.m,, ~(.ttARf;F:X 
.J., 
Friday 9a,m,~9p,m. V/£4 
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Now's the t imeof your 
life . . .  read on for ways to 
make the most of a season 
r 
of traVel and recreation! 
° . .  
o ,  
PAGE le THe; i'tER~LIJ, T~ts,'.,,, ~p='l i3. 1978 
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BREEZE 
Store Hours Tues..Slit 9 ".m.-S,~ p.m. Friday 9 a.m..9 p.m 
.., i MENS 
• ~, ': ~~ '. LADIES 
~ ~  ::!~:~*' ii.Ooaster Touring 
OAPRIOE 
I 
BOYS 
.. 3 Speed 
MUSTANG ,, Hi-Rise 
:iiii~ \~~?!  3 Speed 
.~ .  ~~i  toureng SUNSPORT ' 
uu,ES 
I 
6 Speed 
Touring 
Vacation Pro ection Tips 
From the Terrace ROMP 
At this time of year you 7. Don't advertise your 
a re  no doubt looking vacation ,in the Social 
forward to summer  Column until you return. 
act iv i t ies :  Hol idays? Remember burglars can 
Boating? or an auto trip? read too! 
The following points are Finally canyou identify 
suggested with your your property? If you do 
safety and greater en- suffer a loss Police and 
joyment of summer in Insurance will require 
mind: deta i led descr ipt ion.  
• Make a list - then tuck it 
ARE YOU TAKING A away in a safe place as a 
H O L I D A Y F R O M permanent record. If 
HOME? some item has no serial, 
scratch in your  Driver's 
1. Leave a key, your car Lieence number in an 
description and a list or unnoticed area. 
intended addresses with a 
~/f ~ trusted friend some- BOATING? 
emergency could arise! 
2. Advise Local Police L-Do you have a current 
who is looking after your "Safety Afloat" booklet? 
home. They are  free at your 
3. Suspend all deliveries - nearest Police Office and 
milk, mail, newspapers,  conta in  sa fe ty  
etc. requirements and rules of 
4. Have someone mow the "road".  " 
your lawv, and keep }tour 2. Are ~'ou a beginner? A 
porch c~e~r o~ c~rcu[urs: little t ime and guidance 
~. ~:nsure aoors ano with a marina vatchin~ 
windows are secured and club or our Poli~e boa~ 
a]luti l i t ies .off. _ and the tips they can tlass 
u. "rime swltcnes can .De on will pay off in a ' sa fer  
p u r c n..a s.e n t t o and happier voyage! 
automauca ,y ,  urn Many casua l  beatin~ 
selected lights on and off i trips e~d in disaster each 
to give appearance of summer through lack of 
, being home. knowledge or lack of 
DISTRIBv TOR FOR: 
[ AMERIOAN BEAUTY STAINS 
" ";,; I GLAZES & BRUSHES 
basic safety equipment! 
Don't let it be you. 
THE AUTO TR IP?  • 
1. Always good to begin 
with a lube and oil change 
at your neighborhood 
service station- and have 
them do a thorough 
safety check for trouble 
free miles on your trip. 
2. While on tour - Don't 
hesitate to drop into any 
Police Office - i~there has 
been any problem at 
home they may have 
word for you. 
3. With the tourist ime of 
• year - most of that traffic 
is other famil ies like 
yours. There are bound 
to be impatient drivers 
a~out. DRIVE SAFELY. 
Uncut lawns and neglected 
gardens are invitations to 
housebreakers. 
GREENWARE ALSO HANDCRAFTED, 
OLASSES, WORK SHOPS & FINISHED CERAMICS 
OUSTOII FIRING MADE TO ORDER 
Looking forward to seeing ]foe at the 
Arts &" Orafls Show• & 
Trades Fair 
4842 Lazel le Avenue 
Ter race ,  B.C. ¥8G IT4 
Telephone 638.1078 
FreeGarc|a - 
Rod and Reel _.., 
, , . value ~ k 
£ ii 
' .When "i I / Ii 
, .... y61 uy.a " .q I i 
Luna  . t soat  ,,.- b 
before  l y.6th ' . . . . .  
deliveries. 
' J i l l  I " Don't miss 
A Meal 
Abnormally lop blood- 
sugar levels, induced by 
missed meals, may be a 
direct cause of accidents, 
This is the view of Miss 
M. S. Qhristian, Head of the 
, Accident and Emergency 
Department at Wexham 
Park Hospital, Slough, Eng- 
land. In accident studies 
she found that several 
truck drivers who crashed 
for no apparent reason had 
extremely low blood-sugar 
levels. 
In three cases, the drivers 
were either confused, faint 
or .ill but each recovered 
after a shot of intravenous 
glucose and a meal. None 
of them was diabetl~ and 
all were young and healthy. 
The common factor was 
that each driver had at 
least 12 hours' starvation. 
This new danger was dis- 
covered by Miss Christian 
during a survey she is un- 
dertaking of the "unkno~In 
factors" in road accidents. 
The survey, which will 
also look Into the effects of 
such factors as tranquiliz- 
ers and diabetes, includes 
a question to establish the 
relationship between the 
time of the accident and 
the last meal. 
Symptoms associated with 
low blood-sugar are weak- 
ness, drowsiness, dizziness, 
mental confusion, double 
vision, aggression and other 
abnormal behavior. Be- 
cause symptoms can show 
at levels not mmeh lower 
than those after the nor- 
mal 12 hour overnight fast, 
anyone undertaking a long 
journey should not skip a 
meal. 
• :~=:,~ ~=t.~ :'.. , l ' l! 'y':,~ll~ll 
~tchol1206 
Manual Ball 
"s easy! Take 
)ur pick from 
line of Lund 
ishing boats, 
the boat off 
: betore May 
th 1978 and 
you've got 
professional 
~ ~ for the sport 
~~3~~=/ i~: :  'Deluxe / " ~ 
~ "  ~~]  / See your partidpating Lund dealer today. ~ 
TERRAOE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD, 
CANADIAN WHEELS 40SO ereill; Avenue Dealer No. 01|49A Phone 036-03H 
6 
a t .,,:,-r ;t.,~', rtt~ ,L~:=..:;,,Z • CCtLP. 77/7  
r 
Baby's Easy to Take On 
Summer Outings 
Summertime is one of the 
best seasohs of the year for 
families with a baby. Tradi- 
tionally, it has meant out- 
ings to the beach or park or 
visits to grandparents. Now- 
adays, some adventuresome 
parents take babies to far- 
flung destinations. 
Whatever the vacation 
plan, new parents wonder 
how baby will adjust to be- 
ing on the go. Well, with the 
wide array of easy-to-use 
baby care products and ser- 
vices available everywhere, 
baby will do just fine. And 
parents will 'find that travel- 
ing with baby is far less 
complicated than it used. to 
be. For example, young 
Morns and Dads can rely on 
special back carriers and 
bicycle seats for baby, baby 
foods and prepared formula, 
bottles with disposable 
liners and, of course, dis- 
posable diapers. '. 
Inexpensive Fun 
Remember, family out- 
ings don't have to be exotic 
and expensive to be fun. 
There is almost'always a 
park, museum, swimming 
area, hiking trail or zoo not 
too far from home. Maybe 
there's a local historical site 
that for some reason you've 
jus t  never gotten around to 
visiting. Exploring these 
local attractions can be en- 
joyable, uncomplicated and 
easy on the budget. 
Until you and baby are 
experienced, travelers, it 
might be well to make a list 
of the items you will need 
while away from home. It's 
easier than you think to for- 
get pacifiers, bibs or an ex- 
tra pair of vinyl pants. 
Take along one of the 
fashionable Gerber carryall 
bags to hold everything baby 
needs on the trip. They come 
in many styles and prices to 
suit individual tastes and 
budgets.' Why not have 
baby-care' products always 
packed inside to streamline 
last-minute prepar.ations. 
You can either buy travel- 
size items, such as baby lo- 
tion or powder, or fill small 
plastic bottles from the 
larger ones you use at home. 
Bring Baby Food 
Wherever you go, an am- 
ple supply of baby food is a 
must. For 50 years, baby 
foods with the trusted Ger- 
ber name have been vac- 
uum-packed in portable 
containers that require no" 
special storage until opened. 
And don't forget to incltJde 
several full-strength fruit 
juices in glass bottles. Sim- 
ply add a nipple, and baby • 
has a nourishing pick-me - 
. up. 
if you're one of the lucky 
families going to that favor- 
ite land of dreams come true 
,-- 'Disney World or Disney- 
land - -  you may wish to 
take advantage of the Ger- 
ber Baby Center facilities. 
They are convenient ar~as 
for nursing, changing or 
feeding babies and toddlers. 
Wherever'your first vaca- 
tion as a family takes you, 
relax and enjoy it.. Your 
baby will enrich your ex- 
periences in many unex- 
pected and pleasurable 
ways. With planning and 
practice, these summer out- 
ings or trips will be some of 
the happiest imes in your 
life. 1" 
YOUNG SET GEARS 
'78 sees youngsters' Sum- 
mer togs with more dash, 
detail, and soft touches. . . -  
. _Ter ry  cloth makes a 
comeback and is featured in 
all children's sizes. Most 
outstanding are infant and 
toddler beach togs in prints 
and multi .colored terr~, 
piping. 
Youngsters will take the 
plunge into one-piece swim- 
suits, complemented by 
longer, two-piece suits with 
UP FOR SUMMER 
blouson tops. The featured 
T-tanks and blouson styles 
will be of softer look and 
material. You'll find a pre- 
dominance of nylon, span- 
dex, and terry fabric and ac- 
cents. 
Sundresses will feature 
flo.ral pastels, cotton chintz, 
white lace frills, and ribbon 
accents. Gauze and burlal~ 
arc natural get-togethers. 
Coupled also are navy 
flounces, stripes, and dots. 
CUSTOM POLYSTEEL  
RADIAL 
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DOGS LIKE CAMPING,TOO! 
You've decided to take "'on-limits" as long ;is the 
the famih' on a camping dog is leashed. 
~e..:'kcnd. "but ~vhat will you ' ' 
do ~ith the dog? Take hinl In National Forests. dogs 
along: "Rme£'  ~dll enjoy are allotted to accomp:my 
the great outdoors just as thdir o~sners.on treks 
dog'~ familiar ~:tter brad Most ,,:ampgrounds and For ntore inl'ormatitm On 
along, and keep it full of all National Parks require year:round dog ¢;,1;¢. S¢,ld 
I're,41 ~s;itcr. That u.a) he'll that a dog he kept m a re- for ;, I'rce hooklct, "l low to 
bc ',c~,~ znclincd to lap .'it hicle or tent overni.qll, for Care I.or. Tr;,in and' Feed 
lakes and ~tre~,:a~. ~hich his s:tl'e b :t~ ~wll ;i,, that L~I ~,~tlr Dog," ~Vrilc to: Ken- 
nta.v be p.qlt,'.cd, others. L Ration Dog Care Booklet. 
much its you v, ill. if vou thruugh the Ibrest. . 
follo~ th'cse suggestions At about the same time In addition, take along a Check ~ot, r dog ever.,, d:ty (~t)c'~77B°~' 6333..i. Chicago. III. 
from the dog care experts at ~ou make a reservation at littcr clean-up device to keep I\tr burrs and ticks that he 
vour campsite clean fo r  ma,.~pick up. Ken-t. Ration . . . , . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,., ...... Ken-L'Ration . . . .  [he campgrounds, take your i ourself'and others. 
First. check v.ith"canip- do~, to the veterin:tri:an for a dog:Care experts:: suggest ,t¢'t':';':':':'t':':t:':':':':':t:':':':':':':':':':':;'; 
*,round ol'ficials to find. if "'travel check-'up.', Ask Don't feed vottr dog just that ~ou ~ork .,tit I'mrr.,~ith 
there tire any dog restric- about preventive medicine before leaving on the trip, a co:rib and .',our lltlgcrsl If A Prickly Subject: 
:ions or regulations. Must 
areas require that the dog be 
licensed of that you carry 
proof of a. recent rabies vac- 
cination. 
National Parks generally 
prohibit dogs from unde- 
veloped or wilderness areas. 
The.campgrounds and sur- 
rounding short [rails are  
against hear:worms, which 
are fatal parasites that are 
transntitted todogs by roDS. 
quite bites. 
When buying groceries 
for your trip. don't forget 
dog ibod. If your pet will be 
exercising more than usual. 
you may ivan: to feed him a 
it:tic bit more. Take your 
but do take him I\w a long 
~talk betbre stepping into 
the car. 
When you arrive at the 
canlpgrounds, you'll prob- 
ably be told that you [hast 
keep the' ~log leashed at all 
times, to keep him from 
straying into other people's 
camping areas. 
i 
this doesn't ~ork. cut them 
out carefully with scissors. 
I f  you spot a tick on your 
dog or yourself, don't try to 
pull it out. instead, cover the 
tick with a heavy oil. such as 
salad oiL.This covering cuts 
off the parasite's oxygen 
supply and causes i t :0  pull 
itself I'rom the skin. 
Did you know that porcu- 
pines" will eat almost any- 
thing, including shoes, socks, 
leather goods and other 
items left around a camp- 
ground? Lock up all of your 
valuables when camping and 
don't leave clothing, shoes 
or gloves scattered around 
your campsite. 
store to store ..'look for the RED TAGS/ 
Occasionaly some ofour store managers 
buy a little too much of some items and 
find themselves over-stocked. 
And because each .store manager is 
different, in almost every store, the over- 
stocked merchandise is different. 
So we decided to have our. first-ever 
RED TAG SATE. 
This gives every manager a chance to 
clear the over-stock which is costing 
himmoney, while YOU get in on some 
greatly-slashed prices..: not just 'Sale 
Prices but CLEARANCE PR ICES. .  
Because that's the whole purpose of the 
RED TAGS you'll find in every Radio 
Shack Store. 
When you've spotted a RED TAG, you'll 
'know you've really spotted a bargain. 
RED TAG SALE is in effect 
from April 24 to 29,1978 
at I[rJdio Shack Stores and Participating Authorized 
Sales Centres 
You 've  seen it on T.V.! 
The radial tire that  
keeps ifs fee,- -  TOTEM T V 
Geoo~er~s b~it~pa~e~ngeer c r  t~r !~ Ehe Cust6m i I1 
Polysteel Radial - -  was specially designed to give 
sure-footed tract/off on wet roads. Eight wide i=m~ 
grooves channel water out from under the tire. CENTRE LT U A special high traction rubber provides excellent grip on any road, wet or dry. Order now'. • EXTRA LONG-LASTING... b'acked by II 
Goodyear's 40,000 Mile Tread Life ,, 
Expectancy Policy • 
• BETTER GAS MILEAGE... due to lower. 
rolling resistance 
• SAFETY.., double steel belts protect ,z:z 
against impact damage • 
• TRACTION & CONTROL... radial design 
keeps tread firmly on road 
.e SMOOTH RIDE .... with polyester cord body 
size eros.t= ERT=x141Fnnx.,RnxisiLn--';~xl 
I ..,cE I ,o.oo ,o:oo 
LIMITED QUANTITIES ONLY OF THESE POPULA 
PRICED IN EFFECT UNTIL APRIl. 29, 1971 
STUDDED TtRES MUST BE REMOVED BY APRIL 3OIh 
*1  
4601 Lakelse Avenue 
635-5810 635-3144 
I • 
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Make Certain Your Car 
Is Ready for Safe 
Trouble-Free Motoring 
Is your car in shape for the strenuous schedule of sum- 
mer travel you have planned? Or like too many in this 
country, is it a candidate for an exasperating, expensive 
and possibly dangerous breakdown? 
It's a lamentable fact that too many motorists will expect 
a thoroughbred's performance from a car that is, in fact, 
more like a candidate for the Swayback Derby• 
Study after study shows that in critical safety and per- 
formance areas, the average car is not equipped to handle 
the long, hard driving most vacation trips require. 
Why is this so? Why do John and Jane Owner allow 
their cars to deteriorate? 
Champion Spark Plug Company recently conducted a 
survey which sought to determine the reasons for tune-up 
neglect. While the survey concentrated on tune-up, it is 
probable that the rationalizations given for not buying 
needed tune-up apply to other maintenance musts as well. 
The major reasons cited were: 
My car is running fine just the way it is. 
I don't have time. 
I don't have the money• 
As plausible as these reasons may have seemed to the 
motorists, thcy 'often defy either fact or logic (or both). 
Consider these facts. 
Are most cars running fine just the way they arc. Not 
according to compulsory vehicle check lanes or private 
diagnostic linics. 
More than half the ears inspected at these facilities how 
dangerous safety and operational defects, many of them 
unknown to the car owner.' 
Is "I don't have time" a valid excuse ? 
Certainly, most people live busy, active lii, es. But a busy 
person soon learns that to accomplish what he must, he 
has to schedule activities. 
It may be inconvenient to bring a. carin for service but 
it's even more inconvenient to rum a vacation trip by 
having an undermaintained car break down in a strange 
location. 
Who said, "I don't have the money"? 
Few of us have all the money we need. But a few dollars 
spent on preventive maintenance an save a lot of dollars 
spent on corrective maintenance. A squirt of lubricant 
often can forestall the breakdown of an expensive part. 
How to Have A Happy, 
Healthy Camping Trip 
You're going camping. 
You've selected the site, 
checked on clothing and 
food supplies, and decided 
on sports equipment, for 
hiking or fishing, perhaps. 
Now all you have to do is 
get there, by car, camper or 
motor home," and you'll 
enjoy yourself, right? 
The answer is, ,Prohab- 
ly." It can he, "Certainly," if 
you remember to sto.~k and 
take along a first-aid kit. 
With the r ight first-aid 
supplies, you and your 
family can go camping and 
be happy, because you'll 
stay healthy.. 
If you're headed for a site 
which offers facilities for 
campers and is rel//tively 
near a hospital and doctors, 
your first-aid kit can be I 
planned around the bastes. 
If you aim to rough it in 
the wilds where a doctor 
isn't qu~ck!y available, the 
kit should be comprehensive, 
taking into account possible 
severe cuts or even broken 
bones. 
Healthy camping begins 
with a physical check-up for 
all family members. Happy 
camping, especially in an 
isolated area, continues with 
a record of full information 
about the nearest doctors 
and "hospitals. 
Even a long weekend at a 
well-equipped campsite calls 
for these first-aid basics: 
drugs such as aspirin for 
pain, a mild laxative, a 
diarrhea remedy, an ant- 
~/cid,an upset-stomach aid, 
prescription drugs such as 
those for family members 
with allergies, sterile dres- 
sings and easily-applied 
tapes. 
Bandaging cuts, bruises 
and other injuries can be 
easier with Micropore first- 
aid tapes, which are designed 
for particular needs. Gentle 
frst-aid tape is what its 
name implies - -  kind to 
sensitive skin, in white and 
light skin tones. 
• Waterproof tape ban- 
dares protectively, while 
Action first-aid tape takes 
care o f  hard-to-bandage 
areas. For all bandaging 
purposes, strong, porous 
cloth tape is available. 
If your  camp-bound 
vehicle doesn't have ~ and 
the selected campsite can't 
provide - -  refrigeration 
facilities, do carry an ice 
chest to keepfood fresh and 
prevent illness caused by 
taihted food. 
A refrigerator r ice chest 
will enable the use of a 
many-purpose  f i rst-aid 
product, a 3M Cold/Hot 
Pack. It consists of a gel 
sealed in a soft plastic bag, 
and, even ice cold, it readily 
fits body contours. 
The pack can be stored 
frozen and  instantly em- 
ployed to treat burns, 
headaches, toothaches and 
insect bites. It relieves 
itching of cuts and.abrasions, 
helps reduce swelling and 
pain of sprains, bruises and 
muscle injuries, and can be 
applied to an immobilized 
broken bone. 
For aches caused by 
strains or whenever com- 
forting warmth is needed, 
the cold pack becomes hot 
by immersing it briefly'in'a 
container of boiling water, 
removed from heat. 
A reliable tirst-aid manual 
will help 'you cope with 
accidents and health emer- 
gencies. 
To your first-aid kit, add a 
liberal helping of reasonable 
care and caution during 
camping activities. 
Seven Points Cited as Way 
To Cope with Brake Trouble 
Powered or unpowered, 
drum or disc, your car's 
brakes are one of the sim- 
plest systems in your car 
and 'one of the most critical 
to your safety. So an under- 
standing of the following 
seven common points of 
failure is vital, says the 
Canadian Safety Council. 
l .  Fade is one of the mo~t 
common problems. 
Although cheap or defec- 
tive Jlulngs, fluid or drums 
may be at fault, the usual 
cause of  fade is simply 
overheating from severe 
service. Three things can 
happen, any of which can 
cause partial or total brake 
failure. If two or three 
happen simultaneously, you 
have very little hope of 
stopping your car. 
FIRST, excessive heat can 
temporari ly weaken the 
drum and cause it to distort 
from the pressure of the 
shoes inside it. This may 
allow excessive movement of
.the shoes and cause the 
pedal to go all the way to 
the floor. 
SECOND, heat may cause 
the brake fluid to boil and 
become i compressible; this 
would also allow the pedal 
to go to the floor. 
FINALLY and mo~t com- 
monly, heat glazes the lln- 
Lag, giving it an almost 
liquid coating that acts as 
a lubricant, preventing the 
buildup of friction necessary 
to stop the cqr. 
In a niinor ease, all the 
cure that's needed is time-- 
15 to 30 minutes at the most 
- -  to allow the brake parts 
to cool. When they do, they 
will operate normally ff they 
have not been damaged by 
excessive heat. The trick is 
to reeognlze the onset of 
brake fade and get the car 
stopped before it gets worse. 
*~*  
2. When t brakes don't 
take hold until the pedal al- 
mat touches the floor, this is 
known as excessive pedal trav- 
el and is a serious problem• 
If not corrected, it will 
lead to a total brake failure. 
A sire. ple adjustment may 
. cure the problem, but a 
complete system check is 
called for because there 
may be a leak or other crit- 
ical hydraulic defect. If the 
pedal goes all the way to 
the floor, do not attempt to 
drive; have your car towed 
to a.repair shop. 
~. Spongy pedal is usually 
• caused by air getting into the 
hydraulic system when the 
fluid level is low. 
Correction may require 
only a simple "bleeding" Job 
that usually costs a few 
dollars for an hour's labor. 
But there could also be a 
serious mechanical failure; 
get a thorough inspection. 
4. Wh pull or failure of 
the ear to stop in a straight 
line enn result from a defec- 
tive brake or simple malad- 
• justment. 
It can also be caused by 
excessive wear somewhere 
in the steering system or an 
oil leak from an axle. 
But don't treat it as an 
annoyance; It will probably 
get worse ~ perhaps ud- 
denly ~ and it could easily 
cause you to lose control of 
your car. Have it looked at 
right away. 
S,  Squeal sometimes comes 
from certain brands of extra- 
hard brake linings. 
It's annoying, but not nee- 
essartly a danger sign. On 
the other hand, the noise 
may result from a mechan- 
ical malfunction or worn 
lining. 
gxee~ive or sudden new 
brake squeal cells for a 
checkup. 
6. Drag=a;  I~ caused by 
many things, but the scraping 
sound is a sure sign that some- 
thing is wrong. 
To neglect  d ragg ing  
brakes (partly engaged) will 
not only allow them to ruin 
themselves but will inevi- 
tably lead to a total failure. 
7. Pulsation or chatter, n 
vibrating sensation you may 
feel at the pedal or notice at 
the wheel, comes from n loose 
support plate or from n bro- 
ken or out.of.round drum. 
It Is usually a minor 
problem to correct but it 
needs inmlediate attention. 
Keep this in mind about 
brakes: when defective they 
never get better of their 
own accord; they only get 
worse. And when a defect 
shows up, total failure may 
be only seconds away. 
No Need to Rough It with RV Camping 
mined by the type of vehicle available. There is no charge 
rentedand the length of the for camping in a national 
rental. A standard Ameri- forest; however, youwillnot 
can automobilLc~n pull a find any facilities except 
trailer and even compact perhaps pit toilets. National 
• cars can tow the fold-out 
tent trailers. Motor homes 
and vans have their own 
engines and camper units fit 
on the beds of pick-up 
trucks. 
You can visit .any of the 
more than'15,000 public and. 
private campgrounds located 
across the United States and 
• Canada in your RV. Many 
campgrounds offer water 
and electrical hookups in 
addition to laund~ facilities, 
recreation rooms, swimming 
pools, showe.rs, picnic areas 
and barbeques .  Many 
campgrounds are located in 
state or national parks with 
access to beaqhes, lakes, 
r i vers ,  mountains,  and 
hiking trails. 
Most campgrounds charge 
anywhere from $2 to $11 a 
forest campgrounds appeal 
to campers who like to 
"rough it" or p~ple in 
completely • self-contained 
RVs. 
Most RVs are equipped 
with at least a two-burner 
st.ove for cooking, a refrig- 
eration compartment that 
uses ice, and a sink with a 
cold-water tap. More ela- 
borate trailers and motor- 
homes offer hot and cold 
running water, bath tubs 
and showers, heating, air 
conditioning and even a 
microwave ovent 
Camping in an RV is a 
good way for a family to 
travel and enjoy the.outdoor 
l ife with some of  the 
comforts of home included, 
Give it a try, there is an RV 
ava i lab le  to suit every 
Camping is no longer just 
pitching a canvas tent and 
building a campfire. Today, 
people "campout" in dab- 
orate, trailers and motor- 
homes, vans, pick-up camp- 
era and fold.out ent railers. 
A handful of die-hards till 
pitch tents but they are 
us.ually made of modern 
materials uch as nylon or 
po!yester. 
Some people like to 
combine recreational ve- 
hicle camping with tent 
camping by taking along a 
small tent forths kids. But 
most adults prefer to enjoy 
the various degrees of 
comfor t  o f fered by a 
recreational vehicle. 
If you have no~ tried 
camping in an RV, you ca n 
even rent one for a summer 
vacation. Rental RVs are 
ava i lab le  from pr ivate 
owners or  RV dealers. 
Trailers, motorhomes, vans, 
tent trailers and pick-up 
campers are all available night for dn RV., depending lifestyle, 
with the rental price deter- on what faci l i t ies are 
" Happl Hiking ,. 
Many state and national comfortable pace and enjoy venture off on seldom-used 
trails. parks and forests offer 
excellent hiking trails that 
take visitors through beauti- 
ful scenery. Even parks that 
don ' t  a l low overn ight  
camping often have hiking 
trails for daytime xpl0rers.. 
If you are not an experi- 
enced hiker or you ale out of 
shape, stick to fairly easy, 
marked trails that do not 
cover rugged terrain. Read 
the signs and markers that 
usually offer information 
about he native vegetatioh, 
historical e:vents and what to 
expect on thetrail. Walkat a 
the scenery. Stop occasion- 
ally and just look around at 
the natural beauty of the 
setting. 
Many parks offer con- 
ducted tours lead by rangers 
who relate interest ing 
information about he area. 
Other parks may offer loops 
that cover a section of the 
park or the entire park. 
Gradually take longer 
hikes until you are ready for 
an all-day hike. Unless you 
axe an expert at wilderness 
survival, don't hike alone or 
~.~:~:~:~:;:~:~•;•~;~;~;.;•;~;~;.;~;~;`;~;.;.;~;~.!...~...~•~.~•~•~;.;~;~.~;o;.~.•~ 
A Fishy Tale! North, 
When the wind is in the Then the fishes do come 
East, forth: 
Then the fishes bite the When the ~ind is in the 
least: South, 
When the wind is in the It blows the bait in the 
West: fish's mouth. 
Then the fishes bite the best: / 
When the wind is in the --Anon.vmou.~ 
It's Vacation Time!. 
Vacation enjoyment al- 
most always means driving 
to get there, it's great when 
you arrive, but the driver has 
a lot to contend with on the 
way. in the daytime, there is 
bright light striking through 
the windshield and at night, 
the flash of oncoming 
he~adlights creates a tiring 
problem. 
Paradoxically, sunglasses 
can help provide better 
seeing both day and night--  
although under "no circum- 
stances should sunglasses 
ever be worn when driving in 
the dark. 
Wearing sunglasses On a 
bright day, especially if you 
are going to be driving at 
light bouncing offaspecular 
surface such as the road, 
cars in front of you, packed 
snow, wet pavements and 
any other reflective area. 
Horizontally reflected glare 
is a bright sheen-  useless 
light thai'brings no infer-' 
marion to your eyes and 
actually may obscure what 
you need to see to drive 
safely• 
Everyone who drives has 
experienced sudden blinding 
glare. At a bend in the road 
or as you pull out to pass 
another car.' theworld is 
suddenly covered w i tha  
sheen of white light. You 
may find yourself driving 
"blind" for I to 5 seconds. 
night later on, is an Japer- Obviously. that's not a 
tant safetymeasure. Without • pleasant prospect. 
daytime eye protection, Polarizing sunglass lenses, 
your night vision may be such as those found in all 
diminished by an overload Polaroid s~hglasses, have a 
of brightness and you could molecular structure which 
be driving at night with your screens out as much as 99% 
visual acuity cut in half of the-horizontally reflected 
without even realizing that 
you are not seeing as clearly 
as normal. Wearing sun- 
glasses, then, daring the day 
helps to protect your night 
vision. However, remember 
to never wear sunglasses to 
drive in the dark, no matter 
what anyone might tell you 
about how they kill the glare 
of on-coming headlights. 
Sunglasses do d imin ish 
headlight glare, but they can 
do it only by reducing all the 
other light to a dangerously 
low level. Daytime-glare 
• problems are the ones that 
can easily be helped by 
wearing the right kind of 
sunglasses. 
But what is glare? 
Glare is largely horizon'- 
tally polarized, reflected 
I 
glare and allows useful ight 
to reach your eyes so you 
can see the road in front of 
you. comfortably and safely. 
There are other safe- 
seeing precautions a good 
driver takes as well. Before 
you start out. be sure all 
YOUr car windows are clean, 
inside as well as out. Do not 
leave maps and other 
articles on the dashboard 
where they will reflect in the 
windshield• Be sure your 
headl ights are properly 
adjusted to give your eyes 
the best possible view of the 
road wi thout  b l ind ing  
oncoming drivers. Remem- 
ber to have the headlights 
cleaned off too, as they are 
subject to the same road dirt 
as your windshield. 
Always keep more than 
one pair of sunglasses in the 
car so that you will never 
have to drive without heir 
protection. And you can 
also extend to your pasSen- 
gers the comfort of protec- 
tion against bothersome 
glare light, 
Be sure your driving 
sunglasses are comfortable, 
fit lightly but firmlyand give 
your eyes a wide field of 
vision. Wide temples ~can 
block your Peripheral vision 
which is highly import[nt to 
safe driving, so when you try 
on sunglasses, don't just 
look straight ahead - -  test 
how wide your field of vision 
is with them on. You'll need 
the full range of it. 
To avoid handicapping 
your vision, take your 
sunglasses off as soon as the 
day's glare has diminished. 
Twilight is a good time to 
plan a meal stop, staying off 
the road until all the carsare 
properly lighted and your 
rested eyes are better eady 
fdr the job ahead. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Have Camera, ",Viii Travel! 
Part of the fun of taking a 
vacation is in looking at 
photos taken during your 
trip. 
Make sure you haw: 
plenty of film with you 
before you leave-  you 
don't want to he caught 
short just ~en you discover 
an exccptibnally scenic area 
or a summer festival. Be- 
sides, film is usually costlier 
at vacation spots. 
Be sure you kn'ow your 
camera; nothing is so disap- 
pointing as finding that you 
didn't load that borrowed 
camera properly and don't 
have a single photo sou- 
venir! 
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